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Executive summary 

 

Swedish law states that county councils and municipalities need to prepare for crisis and 

receive training in crisis management. As crises are infrequent events, training must be 

conducted on potential scenarios. Scenarios can be simulated using the Emergo Train System 

(ETS). ETS is a low fidelity educational simulation-tool that tests and educates care personnel 

in crisis management. The tool is communicative, cooperative and challenges participants in 

handling sufficient resources during a crisis or major incident. Planning, facilitation, and 

evaluation is done by an ETS-instructor. To become an ETS-instructor one must take a three-

day course at an ETS-faculty. Previous research proposed that novel Senior instructors need 

additional support in managing exercises. To explore this further this project’s aim is to 

explore and deepen current knowledge about ETS-instructors, their work, and design a 

manual for novel instructors.  

Information about instructor work was gathered through semi-structured interviews. 

Seven interviews were conducted with novel and experienced instructors. During interviews 

the participants were asked about their work process and actors involved in conducting 

exercises. Additionally, the interviewer and the participants constructed a journey map and an 

actor’s map together. The gathered data was analysed through reflexive thematic analysis 

(TA) described by Braun and Clarke (2022) and the seven actor’s maps and journey maps 

were merged into summarised maps.  

Five themes were gathered from the thematic analysis: Roles, Realism, Defining 

purpose and goals, Learning, and Planning and acting. The theme Roles included Other 

instructors, Participants, Exercise leaders, Colleagues, and Evaluator which were defined as 

more involved in managing an exercise than other roles. Instructors gather information about 

participants to increase realism, such as participant profession, workplace, and geographical 

surroundings. Purpose and goal should be clear and contemplated thoroughly together with 

customer. The instructors adjust their exercises to suit participant level of knowledge and the 

instructors recommend prioritising feedback given to the participants and to always give 

positive feedback at the end of the exercise. It is beneficial for learning to create a safe 

learning environment, where the participants feel they can act, make mistakes, and self-

reflect. The instructor plan realistic and purposeful injects in an action schedule along with 

their scenario planning. Injects can also be improvised to aid participants or to keep them 

within the frames of the scenario. The instructors act as different pre-planned roles that are 

required in the scenario, but that the participants cannot take themselves.  

The study discusses contradictions in the results about how different terms should be 

defined and how the results were incorporated into the manual. Contributions of this study are 

the mapping of actors and the instructor’s work process as earlier visualisation of the ETS-

instructors work process has been made. The greatest contributions were (1) the support of 

defining goals, purpose, and indicators (2) the immense considerations during scenario 

planning regarding realism, and (3) the proficient conduct of managing complex situations 

during exercise.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Crises are rare, unique, and unpredictable (Walker et al., 2011). They follow a pattern in 

which they make a stable environment unstable. This is followed by humans trying to 

minimise any negative effects of the crisis. The actions carried out in response to a crisis are 

called crisis management (Nickens et al., 2009). Swedish law (SFS 2006:544) states that 

county councils and municipalities need to prepare for crisis and receive training in crisis 

management. As crises are infrequent events, training must be conducted on potential 

scenarios (Pütsep, 2018).  

Scenarios can be simulated using the Emergo Train System (ETS), which has been 

done in over 30 countries (Crombie et al., 2020). ETS is a low fidelity educational simulation-

tool that tests and educates care personnel in crisis management. The tool is communicative, 

cooperative and challenges participants in handling sufficient resources during a crisis or 

major incident. ETS-simulations require preparation in construction of a potential scenario 

and facilitation during and after the scenario. This is done by an ETS-instructor (Hornwall et 

al., 2022). The labour as an instructor can be extensive and requires great experience and 

knowledge in crisis management and ETS. They are involved in scenario planning, 

facilitation and evaluation that require careful consideration (Jansen & van Zelst, 2021; van 

Laere et al., 2021; Walker et al, 2011). There is limited research on facilitation during 

simulation (Jansen & Van Zelst, 2021; van Laere et al., 2021) and van Laere et al. (2021) call 

upon more research regarding the subject. To become an ETS-instructor one must take a 

three-day Senior instructor course at one of the 14 ETS-faculties in the world (ETS, 2022a). It 

is a train-the-trainer concept, and the instructors are expected to return to their organisation, 

lead exercises, and train participants in crisis management within their own organisation. 

Halvorsen (2020) conducted a project about value creation in ETS and found that novel 

instructors require additional guidance when participating in the course. He proposed that a 

shortened instructor manual should be created in addition to the already existing ETS-manual.  

In short, instructor work requires experience and knowledge in both crisis- and 

exercise management. The work required for an exercise is immense and novel instructors 

need additional guidance to manage the entire process. Therefore, this project’s aim is to map 

an ETS-instructors work and create a tool that supports novel instructors in their work.  

 

1.1 Purpose 

The aim of this project is to explore and deepen current knowledge about ETS-instructors, 

their work, and design a manual for novel instructors.  

 

1.2 Research questions 

Which steps are taken in an instructor’s work process? 

Which actors are involved in conducting an exercise and how are they involved? 

What do an instructor need to consider during planning, executing, and evaluating an 

exercise?  

By answering the above research question, how can the result be inserted into a manual for 

novel Senior instructors in ETS?  
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1.3 Limitations 

This study is limited to focus on exploring and extracting content for a manual to novel Senior 

instructors in ETS. It will solely concentrate on the content and not the design of the manual. 

The target group for the manual is novel Swedish instructors and therefore the manual will be 

in Swedish to make it accessible to them.  

 

1.4 Research interest 

The research conducted will be of interest for the client, Centre for Disaster Medicine and 

Traumatology (KMC) and the researchers at the Department of Computer Science at 

Linköping University to extend the knowledge about ETS-instructor work. The results should 

contribute to the course material in the Senior instructor course. The results will be specific to 

ETS but can also be useful for instructors acting in other types of simulations or using other 

simulation tools.  

 

1.5 Vocabulary 

 

Action schedule 

Action schedule is a translation of the Swedish word “körschema” which can be directly 

translated to “drive schedule”. The action schedule is written during scenario planning and 

include all injects, roles and actions made during exercise, written in consecutive order.  

 

Action calendar 

Action calendar is a direct translation of the Swedish word “åtgärdskalender” which are 

specific organisational plans of how to act during a major incident.  

 

Counterplay 

Counterplay is a direct translation of the word “motspel” in Swedish. It signifies different 

roles that an instructor takes. 

 

Crisis management  

Crisis management is being described in the governmental proposition Strengthen 

preparedness-for safety (Swe: Stärkt beredskap – för säkerhetsskull) as the ability to handle a 

crisis that occurs, which include both leadership and operational capability (Prop.2007/08:92). 

This report will use the definition from the lexicon of UK civil protection (Cabinet Office, 

2013, row 168) where crisis management is defined as “…the implementation of measures 

that attempt to prevent or avert an imminent emergency, along with work that puts in place 

protective or other measures to mitigate the effects of an emergency, prevent further damage 

or disruption, and secure the scene. “. This definition will be used because it describes the 

overall process of crisis management rather than an abstract ability.  

 

 

 

Facilitation 
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In this report, facilitation is used as it is done in Jansen and Van Zelst (2021) as an activity 

that is performed by someone leading before, during and after simulation. The activity is 

directed to participants in the simulation. Facilitation is performed by a facilitator. The role of 

the facilitator has been discussed in scientific literature as someone neutrally supporting a 

team to solve problems, including taking on different types of facilitator roles in different 

types of learning settings (Kriz, 2010; Schwarz, R., 2002; Thomas, 2010). It is for example in 

business, outdoor education practice and simulation. This means that one must be mindful 

about using the word facilitator, because its meaning might differ dependent on the field. In 

clinical simulation a facilitator is someone who “guides the simulated clinical experience to 

optimize opportunities for participants to meet expected outcomes by accomplishing 

participant objectives as closely as possible within the context of the choices made by 

participant(s)” (The INASCL Board of Directors, 2011, p. 14). This definition display how 

the facilitator has a supporting role, trying to enhance participant learning based on participant 

ability. This supporting role is sometimes, but not always, inhabited by a Senior instructor in 

ETS. Consequently, the term instructor will be used in this report as someone facilitating a 

simulation.  

 

Injects 

Injects are the pre-planned events that an instructor inserts into an exercise. They are written 

in the action schedule. Injects can also be called interventions as it is done in Hornwall et al. 

(2022). This project has chosen the term injects since it used in a facilitator’s guide for 

emergency preparedness by the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC, 2012).  

 

Major incident 

In Sweden crisis management are handled on several organisational levels. This means that 

there are multiple terms used to describe an event that can cause a crisis, such as 

extraordinary incident (MSB, 2011) or special event (Nylén, 2006). This report will use the 

term major incident, taken from the lexicon of UK civil protection, to describe an "event or 

situation requiring a response under one or more of the emergency services’ major incident 

plans." (Cabinet Office, 2013, row 417).  

 

Preparedness 

Preparedness resembles the description of crisis management. In Säterhed et al. (2021) 

preparedness is explained as the ability of being prepared to face a major incident and 

minimising any negative consequences close in time after the incident occur. In this report 

preparedness will be used as the preventive work that is done before a major incident, like the 

description from the lexicon of UK civil protection (Cabinet Office, 2013, row 556): “Process 

of preparing to deal with known risks and unforeseen events or situations that have the 

potential to result in an emergency.” 

 

Simulation 

Simulations try to mimic the real world as a tool to solve real world problems (Rybing, 2018). 

In this report simulation and exercise will be used interchangeably. The word exercise is used 
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in MSB (2022) educational material to refer to human-centred simulations. Simulation is 

discussed further in the chapter Theory.   
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2. Background 

 

This chapter introduces ETS as a simulation tool and background work that has been 

conducted regarding ETS. It also covers the Senior instructor course in ETS and the 

responsibilities that an instructor has.   

 

2.1 Emergo Train System  

Emergo train system (ETS) is a simulation tool that is used to educate, practice for, and test 

the preparedness of care personnel in disastrous situations (Hornwall et al., 2022). It was 

developed in Sweden in the mid-80s, at the Centre for Disaster Medicine and Traumatology 

(KMC) in collaboration with Linköping University. It started off as a simple simulation tool 

and has over time developed into a training package that is used in several countries. There 

are ETS-faculties in 11 countries that teach, develop and test ETS. 

  ETS is a low fidelity simulation tool that consists of magnetic symbols on 

whiteboards (ETS, 2022b). The whiteboards allow freedom to create different scenes, such as 

hospitals or a scene of disaster. The magnetic symbols consist of a variety of different care 

personnel, emergency vehicles, and victims (See figure 1, 2 and 3). The material is extensive, 

for example, the victim bank consists of 200 patients. Additionally, there are sufficient 

treatment figures, disaster characteristics and markers for triage (Hornwall et al., 2022). ETS 

is designed for scenarios that range from the disaster scene to treatment at the hospital, and 

the managed activities occur in a consecutive order. Further, an ETS simulation runs in real 

time, and all actions take the same amount of time as they would in real life. ETS has been 

validated and is doctrine free, meaning that it is a good representation of real crisis 

management and can be used in several areas of expertise.  

 

Figure 1, 2 and 3. 

ETS material on whiteboards. 

 
Note. Right: Person investigating a patient’s injuries. Middle: Person distributing ambulances 

and severe injured patients. Left: Many triaged patients. 

 

Performance in the simulations is measured by patient outcome and is collected 

through a standardised sheet. The patient outcome is connected to all the patients in the victim 

bank and are graded through the risk for preventable major complications and preventable 

death (Hornwall et al., 2022). This means counting patients that could have been saved if 

attended to properly. Performance can also be measured through indicators which are 

formulised from the goals of the exercise. These indicators are actions that the participants are 
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expected to perform during the exercise, often within a specific time frame (KMC, 2021a). 

For example, it could be included in the organisation’s plans, like an alarm that should pass 

between two actors within 15 minutes. During simulation, these indicators are crossed off and 

graded by the instructors.  

 

2.2 Emergo Train System Instructor 

ETS-instructors are taught at ETS-centres all around the world (ETS, 2022a). In august 2021 

there where about 2400 certified instructors from different countries. To become an instructor, 

a three-day course is required. It is often care personnel or people from crisis management 

teams that are sent from their own organisation to learn ETS. During the course they learn 

about the purpose of simulation exercises, how ETS works and how they can plan, facilitate, 

and evaluate a simulation. The future Senior ETS-instructors are also intensively trained in 

creating scenarios and participating in them as well. The material is very large and the rules 

for the simulation can take some time to learn. They are given a manual about ETS, with rules 

and a pre-made scenario (Hornwall et al., 2022). After the course the instructors return home 

to their organisations and their normal work and should be able to exercise their own 

personnel in crisis management.  

  All ETS-simulations require an ETS-instructor (Hornwall et al., 2022). The instructor 

manages the whole process of creating a scenario, defining roles for participants, facilitating 

events during the scenario, and moderating a debriefing session with the participants 

afterwards. After or during the debriefing session, the instructor collects the patient outcome 

for all victims in the scenario. Patient outcome gives an objective view on the performance of 

the participants in the group. 

 

2.3 Earlier development of ETS 

 Previous research has been conducted about validation and development of ETS Halvorsen 

(2020; Kim & Lee, 2020; Waring et al., 2021). Several reports have been conducted by 

undergraduate and graduate students (Berggren, 2019; Fritz, 2016; Hanson, 2018; Linder, 

2020). One earlier report, written by Halvorsen (2020) is particularly interesting to review 

here. His work regarded value creation in ETS through service design. He suggested several 

ways that ETS instructor’s work could be enhanced and supported (See Figure 4). One 

especially interesting idea was a web-based platform where instructors could share scenarios 

between each other. They could also simulate their constructed scenarios on the platform, to 

test their proficiency before applying the exercise with participants.  
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Figure 4 

Halvorsen’s (2019) ecosystem 

 
Note: A modified and simplified version of Halvorsen (2020) ecosystem map. ETS platform 

contain several services that can be seen to the right. 

 

One finding that Halvorsen (2020) present is the need for added knowledge or reminders of 

the material from the three-day instructor course. He proposes a manual for the instructors, to 

help them use ETS in their own organisation.  He states that the manual is required since the 

people participating in a course have different experiences and different level of knowledge in 

ETS, and that a manual could even these differences before the course. He proposes that the 

manual should be short and summarised version of the already existing ETS-manual to reduce 

time and organisational funds. He also states that the shortened version will motivate reading. 

Clearly, Halvorsen (2020) found a need for novel instructors to be aided in learning. 

However, he did not have the time to review these ideas with concerned parties in his thesis. 

Consequently, this study is conducted to explore instructor work further.  

 Another project regarding instructor work in ETS is Fritz’s (2016) bachelor thesis. 

He observed and interviewed ETS instructors to create a supportive tool in the ETS digital 

version DigiEmergo. He found that instructors use artefacts like a script, performance 

indicators for evaluation and notes, all on paper. They also used a whiteboard, hidden from 

the participants, that helped them monitor departures from the disaster scene. The instructors 

took notes on paper and on whiteboards to prepare for future facilitation and the debrief 

session. He also found that instructors gather multi-modal information from several places 

during simulation. They spoke to other instructors, observed participants, reviewed their 

script, and monitored the departure board. The multimodality of the information added to the 

difficulty of summarising the simulation. Moreover, the need to move around lowered the 

instructor’s situational awareness, since they could not collect all information simultaneously. 
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They also gathered game technical information, including keeping track of time and 

controlling that the participants kept to the rules. Fritz argues that these tasks prevent the 

instructors from doing their real task, which is managing the scenario.  

 Lastly, another project regarding ETS is a master’s thesis made by Berggren (2019). 

She tested newly developed ETS material particularly made for the rescue service. At the end 

of her thesis, she summarises additional findings into advice for ETS-instructors (Table 1). 

She highlights the importance of scenario planning and preparation.  

 

Table 1 

Instructor recommendations modified and translated from Berggren (2019)  

 

LEARNING GOALS • Set up before scenario planning  

• Reference to learning goals when giving feedback 

• Place whiteboards according to learning goals 

 

PARTICIPANTS • Know participant number and background before exercise 

• Knowledge of the participants determine the level of 

difficulty. It should be challenging for all participants 

• Make everyone engaged. Active participants learn more. 

 

SCRIPT • Define when events should happen 

• Help instructor structure scenario 

• Conditions before the scenario are taken from script. Help 

participants prepare for what to expect. 

FACIT • Use as a guide to facilitate scenario 

• Show clearly when injects can be done 

PROTOCOL • A list of resources in play (Figures and tools) 

ROLES • Set roles accordingly to the learning goals 

• Define roles according to script 

• Distribute roles fitting participant background 

• Take extern roles as an instructor that do not fit participant 

background 

AAR (AFTER ACTION 

REVIEW) 

• After exercise 

• Everyone should have the same chance to share their 

experiences.  

• Feedback on what was good and what can be improved is 

important for learning 
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3. Theory 

 

This chapter provides theoretical background in crisis management and conduct of simulating 

major incidents. The three phases of simulation will be described along with certain factors 

that need to be considered in exercising like fidelity, performance measures and learning.  

 

3.1 Crisis management 

Crises are infrequent events that make a stable environment unstable. Walker et al. (2011) 

describe the process as cyclic. First, there is a stable system that is disturbed by an 

unpredicted event, called major incident in this report. It is followed by actions taken to 

reduce damage and minimise any negative effect. The cycle also include time for 

consolidation where people adjust to and accept what has happened before the system is 

considered stable again. The actions carried out in response to a major incident is called crisis 

management (Nickens et al., 2009). Crisis management is about making difficult decisions 

during difficult circumstances (MSB, 2011). The nature of the major incident can force 

management to make choices during time pressure and with limited knowledge.  

  Every county council in Sweden have duty to be prepared and act in case of a major 

incident (SFS2006:544). A major incident is an event that require re-organising of resources 

and services need to be lead in a certain way (Socialstyrelsen, 2021). The county councils 

always have a Designated duty officer (TiB) ready to act and determine the severity of an 

incident. TiB receive calls dependent special criteria in the situation to determine if an 

incident can be classified as major, and they call on regional medical command and control 

system for disaster response.  

  The preparedness for an event includes planning, equipment, education and exercise, 

evaluation, and a medical command and control team during a major incident (KMCa, 2021). 

It involves the entire medical chain from the place of the incident to the hospital and primary 

care. These factors of preparedness are part of a cyclic process. This cyclic process is 

visualised in Figure 5 from Homeland Security (2020). The cycle is called the Integrated 

preparedness cycle and it represents the constant work and the breadth of activities that is 

required for maintaining sufficient preparedness.  
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Figure 5  

The preparedness Cycle 

 

Note: Modified figure from Homeland Security (2020) showing activities taken in 

preparedness work.  

The county councils in Sweden oversee the hospitals and collaborate with the police, 

the rescue service, and municipalities (Region Östergötland, 2022). It can be difficult to 

manage all actors and resources during a special event. Therefore, management need exercise 

and education to handle major incidents (www.emergotrain.com). Additionally, since crises 

are unique it is important to be prepared for any possible event (Walker et al., 2011) which 

can be done through simulation (MSB, 2016).  
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3.2 Defining simulation 

It appears to be a perplexity in the literature regarding how simulation is to be defined, and 

how simulations differ from games and roleplay (see Bell & Valley, 2020; Bring & Lyon, 

2019; Feinstein & Cannon, 2002; Garris et al. 2002; Jansen & Van Zelsts, 2021; Kriz, 2010; 

Wilson et al., 2009). Kriz (2010) states that simulation and games can be used 

interchangeably. In Wilson et al. (2009) they differentiate between games, simulations, and 

case studies, but still uses the terms interchangeably. Others, like Bell and Valley (2020) 

separate games, roleplay, and simulation. They state that games are simple activities with a 

set of rules, with a finite number of possible outcomes. Role play on the other hand is about 

interaction between participants with special ascribed roles. Lastly, they define simulation as 

a three-part activity with a scenario, specific roles, and a debriefing session. These 

descriptions are seemingly clear, however, contemporary researchers like Bring and Lyon 

(2019) use the term “role-play simulation” to refer to simulation with role-play. Because of 

these similar and diverse descriptions, this report uses a broader definition of simulation as it 

is described in Rybing (2018), that simulations try to mimic the real world and is used as a 

tool to solve real world problems. Moreover, ETS is a low fidelity simulation tool with 

humans being essential for the simulation to occur which means that in this report the word 

simulation will refer to human-centred simulations.  

 

3.3 Simulating a major incident 

It is stated in Swedish law (SFS 2006:544) that county councils and municipalities need to 

plan, exercise, and prepare for crises. Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB, 2019) has 

extensive material available for organisations to prepare and exercise for potential crises. The 

recommended exercises are human-centred simulations in different size and scale. A small 

exercise is a seminar exercise and can be planned and performed within a day or two. A large 

exercise is often performed with several actors in a larger milieu closer to reality (MSB, 

2016). A large exercise demands planning a long time ahead for all actors to come together, 

plan, decide upon purpose and procedure. Bell and Valley (2020) separate phases of 

simulation into three: the planning phase, the execution or conduct phase, and the evaluation 

phase. It is important that all these phases are closely knitted together to create a purposeful 

exercise that increase learning outcomes. An overall structure of the phases can be seen in the 

Integrated preparedness cycle and the Exercise cycle (see Figure 6) from Homeland Security 

(2020). The combination of the two cycles shows how individual exercises affect the higher-

level preparedness. As the preparedness is a cyclic organisational process, each exercise cycle 

affects how the organisational preparedness develops further. For example, if an organisation 

identifies a risk for avalanches, they take measures to prepare for avalanches. One of these 

measures are exercising management of injured from an avalanche. This in turn, will teach the 

organisation about their level of proficiency in handling these incidents and can also highlight 

further required measures.  
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Figure 6  

Preparedness cycle and exercise cycle 

 

Note: Modified figure from Homeland Security (2020). The three phases Design and 

development, Conduct, and Evaluation is in the Exercise circle (bottom). 
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3.3.1 Preparation of simulation 

The planning phase is essential for a simulation. Regardless of the size of the simulation, 

every simulation needs a clearly defined purpose and goal (MSB, 2016). This is relevant to be 

able to compare the results of the exercise with its objectives (MSB, 2011). Defining purpose 

and goal is done by asking the questions why and what. The purpose should answer the 

question: Why do we want to conduct an exercise? The goal should answer the question: 

What do we want to exercise? These questions can be answered by proceeding from the 

organisation’s risk-and vulnerability analysis which must be done in every municipality in 

Sweden (Pütsep, 2018). The questions can also be answered by looking into earlier 

evaluations of exercises or major incidents. Purpose and goal cannot be used interchangeably 

since an exercise can have several goals that is performed during exercise and by reaching 

those goals, the purpose of why the exercise was performed is reached (MSB, 2016). 

Specified goals should be clear but should not reveal to the participants how to reach them 

(Garris et al., 2002). Clear and general goals lead to enhanced effort and performance but 

does not limit an individual on how to behave within an exercise to reach the goal. A 

simulation that strives to exercise participants also need specifically defined learning goals 

(Strater & Bolstad, 2009). Without learning goals, it is difficult to design a fitting scenario 

and impossible to measure learning outcomes.  

 

3.3.2 Scenario planning 

Designing for a simulation can be difficult (Hofstede et al., 2010; Hornwall et al., 2022). The 

designer is required to have extensive knowledge about what is to be modelled and capture 

the essence in scenario-making and what to consider when giving roles to participants 

(Hofstede et al., 2010). Seeing as all major incidents are unique and impossible to predict, 

simulating a major incident adds to the complexity (Walker et al., 2011). Scenarios are used 

to communicate these major incidents. Walker et al. propose that scenarios are separated into 

context and the incident. The context is the background in which the incident occurs. The 

context is significant since it will determine how and to which extent the incident will be 

managed. When designing a scenario, the designer needs to consider at least four things 

(Walker et al., 2011).  Even though the incident cannot be considered probable, (1) it must be 

possible. The behaviour in the simulation must match real-world behaviour. Second, (2) the 

scenario cannot contain contradictions. There should not be elements in the scenario that go 

against each other or the real world. Third, events must follow upon one another in a 

reasonable consecutive order. Hence, (3) the scenario must be credible. Lastly, (4) the 

scenario must be relevant and strive towards the goal of the simulation. Moreover, these four 

considerations are not the only things that need attention constructing a good scenario. The 

designer should also consider basic frames for the scenario, such as time, place, participant 

knowledge, and level of detail in the description of the crisis (Garris et al, 2002). A good 

scenario should be on a balanced challenging level to the participants to enhance motivation 

and learning outcomes. 

 

3.3.3 Fidelity 

Fidelity is “the level of realism that a simulation presents to the learner” (Feinstein & 

Cannon, 2002, p.426). The fidelity in simulations can be examined through different sub-
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definitions of fidelity (Feinstein & Cannon, 2002; Liu et al. 2009; Oskarsson, 2020). One of 

these definitions are physical fidelity which is related to what degree something replicates the 

real world, for example how a device in a simulation feels, looks, or smells (Liu el al., 2009). 

High physical fidelity does not equal increased learning (Feinstein & Cannon, 2002) and 

being determined to create high physical fidelity can be time consuming, expensive, and 

wasteful when the goal is to teach (Dahlström et al., 2009). High fidelity can even potentially 

hinder novel participants, causing overstimulation (Feinstein & Cannon, 2002). Moreover, 

low fidelity can be helpful for novel participants when learning details in training. It is also 

useful when learning how to act in complex environments, like management. Procedures for 

decision-making that are developed in organisational settings can be modelled for simulation 

and increase other sub-definitions of fidelity. Then, it is better for learning to imitate those 

procedures rather than making the scenery as realistic as possible. This means focusing on 

task-related fidelity, as the procedures in the actual work environment must be done in the 

same way in the simulation (Liu et al. (2009). These tasks can be done in isolation from each 

other when training or investigating certain problems. When focusing on communication, for 

example, the procedures of sufficient care for a patient is less relevant. Doing the same tasks 

and in the same manner as in real situations, also include receiving the same feedback as 

participants would in real life. In flight simulations for example, this means receiving the 

same feeling of motion of the aircraft when steering. During crisis management training, it 

could mean that a decision to call in additional staff result in gaining additional staff within 

realistic time. The functional fidelity impacts the correctness and believability of the 

simulation and can be, together with task-related fidelity, positive for transfer of training.  

Another sub-definition of fidelity is phycological-cognitive fidelity, such as 

replicating communication, situational awareness, and mental workload (Liu et al., 2009; 

Oskarsson, 2020). This definition is about level of engagement of the participant in the 

simulation rather than the qualities of the simulation. This means that the simulation should 

demand the same attentional recourses and create the same amount of stress as it would 

during a real major event (Liu et al., 2009).  

Role fidelity regards participants attaining their own professional role in simulation 

to be able to fully engage in the simulation (Harder et al. 2013). Having to take on a role 

outside the participant profession can develop better understandings of other professions but it 

decreases the role fidelity.   

 

3.3.4 Facilitation 

There is limited research on facilitation during simulation (Jansen & van Zelst, 2021; van 

Laere et al, 2021). Jansen & van Zelst claim that the literature often covers the pre- and post-

phase of simulation, but is scarce on injects, such as acting and reacting to what happens in 

the simulation. They argue that good facilitation during simulation is key to achieve the 

learning objectives of the simulation. For example, if the participants focus start to ponder 

away from the simulation’s intended purpose or if they neglect retrieving an imperative 

message, an instructor can step in to guide the participants into a more purposeful direction. 

This is what van Laere et al. (2021) calls on-the-fly facilitation. They argue in their article that 

facilitation during simulation is muddy and complex, and difficult to define in empirical 

research. They therefore call upon more research about the subject, as instructors today can 
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mostly rely on their own experiences. Experienced instructors might find it easy to read a 

room and choose a fitting facilitating role, but novel instructors might not find it quite as clear 

(Kriz, 2010).  

Jansen and van Zelst (2021) describe three roles that instructors can take, which they 

call scientist, rascal, and sage. The role scientist is typically taken before simulation where 

they explain, give instructions, and advice. This include presenting the scenario, creating clear 

frames and rules for the participants. The rascal insert unsettling injects during simulation, 

making the scenario move forward. This problem creation often stems from pre-planned 

scenario events or as a response to participants handling the incident “to well” and require 

additional difficulty. The sage is mostly evident during debriefing where empathic interaction 

with the participants should create self-reflection and meaning to the simulation.  Jansen and 

van Zelst explain that these roles are not only evident during each prescribed phase. Their 

findings suggest that it is also common that the instructor take on the role as sage with a focus 

on empathic coaching during simulation.  

 

3.3.5 Evaluation 

Evaluation is both done through observation during exercise and through reflection with 

participants in group, a so called debrief. Data retrieved from evaluation can be quantitative 

when using performance measures for example, and qualitative from discussion. The aim of 

evaluation is learning (MSB, 2017). This include individual development (Bell & Valley, 

2010), but also organisational learning as performance is evaluated for organisational 

development purposes (Gryth et al., 2010).  

Performance measures. In every educational simulation the goal is to reach 

necessary skills quickly and inexpensively (Thompson et al., 2009). As mentioned before, 

performance is measured through patient outcome and performance indicators in ETS. Patient 

outcome shows the result of the exercise but does not demonstrate which actions led to the 

outcome. Therefore, indicators are used to reveal which activities that enabled or hindered a 

prominent outcome (Rosen et al., 2008). They are part of the evaluation of the exercise and 

elicit quantitative data on performance. Performance indicators represent standards of conduct 

in organisational or national plans, such as performing specific actions within a certain time 

(Rådestad et al. 2012). They are measurable and defined from simulation goals and purpose. 

Indicators enable organisations to gather areas of improvement (Gryth et al., 2010) and make 

comparisons between simulations (Rådestad et al. 2012). Rosen et al. (2008) recommend 11 

practices that one should undertake when constructing team performance indicators.  

1. Scientific grounding. The indicators should be constructed with consideration to scientific 

theories about team performance. This will create an understanding of what is being 

measured and when. There are multiple models on team performance and Rosen et al. 

recommend using a team model tailored for a specific field.   

2. Meet learning outcomes. Indicators should be based on learning outcomes or goals. Clear 

and specific purpose and goals are key to creating relevant indicators as the indicators 

should pair with each specific goal.  

3. Capture competencies. The competencies of the participants should be included in the 

indicators. Individual and group competencies should be separated.  
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4. Measure level. The performance indicator should be measurable and possible to grade. 

For example, there is a difference between completing a task correctly outside the 

recommended time frame and doing a task incompletely within the right time. These 

should also be separated between group and individual performance.  

5. Link to scenario events. Indicators should be accustomed to the scenario in the simulation. 

This means that actions performed in response to events in the scenario are ideal to 

measure with predefined indicators.  

6. Focus on observable. Evaluation should only be made on behaviour and observable 

actions for specific events. They should not be evaluated depending on overall quality. 

This means, an evaluator should not rate overall team communication on a 1-7 Likert 

scale.  In that case, specific time of communication and conversation content must be 

predefined to be fairly evaluated.  

7. Multiple measures from multiple sources. This means using different standardised 

protocols from different sources. For example, having several evaluators is a strength, 

minimising bias in the evaluation.  

8. Both processes and outcomes. Along with the indicators, outcome should be measured. 

The combination of these two measurements, shows both how successful the team were 

and which processes that led to the result.  

9. Effective and ineffective actions. The indicators should be based on standards of conduct. 

This means that the indicators must show what is considered an effective and an 

ineffective action. 

10. Educated evaluators. Evaluators must be educated to make valid evaluations. This can be 

strengthened by having standardised protocols, avoiding arbitrary evaluation.  

11. Discussion. The indicators alone are not enough. Participants must be allowed to discuss 

the events of the simulation and self-reflect to find areas of improvement.  

 

Debrief. Another way to analyse the performance in a simulation is through a 

debriefing session together in a group. Bell and Valley (2020, p.67) define a debrief “as a 

process that purposefully explores the participants’ experiences in the exercise to elicit 

learning, typically focused on the intended learning outcomes”. During a debrief, the 

participants are forced to analyse, diagnose, and find suitable solutions to critical situations 

(Kriz, 2010). Undertaking a debriefing session, participants also reflect on the consequences 

of their actions and share their experience and consolidate knowledge between each other. 

Garris et al. (2002) claims that a debriefing session is an essential part of a simulation. If the 

participants are not given the chance to reflect upon their actions, the activity can be closer to 

a fun game. This is similar to the notion of deliberate practice of procedural skills described in 

Ericsson (2004), where the most learning outcomes come from reflecting on performance and 

find gaps where improvement is needed. To elicit learning from a simulation, simple 

questions about the simulation experience can be answered individually and in a group. Kriz 

(2010) describes six central questions that can be asked after a session: (1) How did it feel? 

(2) What has happened? (3) How can this be related to a real-world context? (4) What did you 

learn? (5) What could have happened if you would have done [something else]? (6) How will 

you go on doing in a real-life context? This enables participants to transfer important lessons 

from the simulation to their real-life work environment.  
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Another recommended way of conducting a debrief is through an After Action Review 

(AAR; MSB, 2021). It is a method that allow participants to systematically go through 

information, value the performed actions and outcome of an exercise. AAR is learning about 

ability to cooperate and help document learning outcomes. It is important to conduct an AAR 

as soon as possible after an exercise and relate it to the pre-defined objectives. An AAR can 

be informal which means it is short in time, for about 10-15 minutes. It can also be formal 

which require hours. The AAR consists of an initial individual reflection as well as a group 

dialogue. Questions that should be answered are:  

• What was expected to happen? This regards the purpose and goals of the exercise. 

• What did really happen? This concerns the variability of the exercise and how deviant 

events relate to the expected events.  

• Why did it happen? Concern above question, narrowing down to what worked and 

what did not.  

• What can be improved and how? This question focuses on the future and what 

changes the group can make to improve.  

• What can we spread to others from our learned experiences? This question is only 

answered in group and is based on what has been laid forward in the group.  

An AAR need a leader of dialogue, participants, and someone to document what is being said 

and written. As the reader can see, both Kriz’s (2010) questions and the AAR questions are 

quite similar. Their differences are that Kriz focus on individual learning, relating the events 

during simulation to a real-world context. Further, AAR focus on organisational learning, 

extend the learning outside the trained group of people.  

 

3.4 Learning 

Training and learning are essential parts of simulations. Both procedural and non-procedural 

skills can be exercised using simulations. This study focuses on human-centred simulation, 

which includes non-procedural skills such as management of resources, team collaboration, 

decision-making, situational awareness, and communication (Rybing, 2018). These are 

referred to as cognitive skills and are trained by using ETS. This chapter will cover transfer of 

training which is used when talking about learning in the scientific field of simulation, and 

famous theories of learning, which stem from the educational scientific field. 

 

3.4.1 Transfer of training 

The level of learning from a simulation is defined by transfer of training (Rybing, 2018). 

Transfer can be separated into three categories: positive, zero or negative. A positive transfer 

is when learned skills in simulation can be applied in real-life. Zero transfer means that there 

are no observable changes in work methods after training. A negative transfer is when 

performance decrease after simulation training. Furthermore, a negative transfer could also be 

a person learning a specific system in a simulation but cannot apply the gained knowledge 

from the simulation in their work (Liu et al. 2009). Transfer is not reliant on the fidelity of the 

simulation (Salas et al. 1998), which means it does not need to be physically similar to the 

real situation.  
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 Transfer of training relates back to the educational validity of the simulation 

(Feinstein & Cannon). Educational validity regards the how well acquired knowledge in the 

simulation is applicable to the goals of the simulation. The later stage and the rarity of major 

incidents makes it difficult to measure transfer (Liu et al. 2009).  

3.4.2 Theories on learning 

One famous theory of learning is Kolb’s experiential learning style inventory (Kolb & Kolb, 

2013). The inventory is designed to help learners and educators define in what way students 

learn the most. Every learner goes through a cyclic process where the essence of the learning 

is grasping experiences. The process has four learning modes which are separated into (1) 

experiencing, (2) reflecting, (3) conceptualising and (4) acting. A learner touch upon all 

modes in a recursive process that depend on the learning situation (see Figure 7). Different 

learning styles can describe how people move between the modes through a learning process. 

Kolb’s learning styles describe personality traits that can guide teachers in diversifying their 

teaching styles to meet the needs of the learner. These personality traits are not included in 

this report, as the theory is extensive and investigating personality traits require additional 

research about individual participants before an exercise. However, it is interesting to mention 

that the ETS- Senior instructor course includes all modes in the process and by using the 

course as an example, these modes can be explained. For example, participants have a 

concrete experience of crisis management when applying for the course. If they do not, at 

least they receive a simulated experience during exercise. They are allowed to practice the 

stages of creating a simulation and acting as instructors during and after simulation. This 

becomes experimental acting as the instructor students revise and repeat the process during 

the program. They also observe their peers acting as participants during exercise, allowing 

them to reflect on their own experience. Additionally, they reflect on events and actions 

during exercise with their peers, asking why and relate to real world issues.  

Figure 7 

The cyclic learning process 
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Note: Modified version the learning process from Kolb and Kolb (2013).  

 

Kolb’s inventory can be used to focus on the way different students are taught most 

effectively. Furthermore, Bloom et al.s’ (1956) taxonomy can be applied when creating a 

curriculum (Schatzberg, 2002). The taxonomy describes a process in which a person 

understands something. It consists of six stages which are cumulative and built upon one 

another. In a revised version of the taxonomy (Anderson & Kratwhol, 2001) the stages are (1) 

Remember, (2) Understand, (3) Apply, (4) Analyze, (5) Evaluate and (6) Create. The first 

one, remember, is about recognising and recalling knowledge from long-term memory. The 

second, understanding, is about creation of meaning by interpreting, summarising, and 

comparing in written or oral messages. Third is applying, where the student implements or 

executes a procedure in a suitable situation. Fourth focus on analysing which is breaking 

material into parts and relate the parts to one another. The fifth stage is about controlling or 

critiquing others’ conclusions or methods. Lastly, the sixth stage is about generating new 

knowledge by, for example, producing a scientific paper. The stages were changed into verbs 

from the earlier version of the taxonomy and the idea from Anderson and Kratwhol was to aid 

teachers in how to think when considering learning criteria in school. The updated version 

allows the educator to think about their teaching in two dimensions. The y-axis with the verb-

stages should aid the teacher in which degree something should be taught and are called the 

cognitive process dimension. The x-axis is called the knowledge dimension and is separated 

into factual, conceptual, procedural, and meta-cognitive knowledge. The dimension is formed 

as a table and the teacher can define the nature of the learning objectives using this two-

dimensional chart. They motivate their update with several statements. The framework allows 

the teacher to examine the objectives from a student’s point of view, help educators to see the 

great possibilities in education, help teachers see relationships between cognitive processes 

and knowledge, help teachers create frameworks for how they apply different objectives, and 

make sense of all definitions used in education.  

  Similarly, to Blooms et al. (1956) taxonomy is the Structure of the Observed 

Learning Outcome (SOLO) (Biggs and Tang, 2011). The SOLO taxonomy is divided into five 

stages of learning and is also cumulative as the stages build upon one another. The main 

difference is that as Bloom et al. focus on knowledge, and Andersson and Kratwhol add 

cognitive processes, the SOLO taxonomy focuses on outcome. In Biggs and Tang (2011) they 

state that Bloom et al.´s first version of taxonomy was not based on research on student 

learning, but SOLO is. The five stages are helpful when defining learning outcomes for a 

course and structured together with suitable verbs that teachers can use. The SOLO taxonomy 

is presented here from Braband and Dahl (2009) and Biggs and Tang (2011):  

The prestructural level. When the learner has no understanding and capture irrelevant 

information.  Pieces of information can have been attained by the learner, but the learner does 

not understand how to organise the scattered pieces information.  

The uni-structural level. The student can remember and perform simple instructions. 

The learner can only handle single aspects and make apparent associations. Example of verbs 
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used are identify, define, draw, find, memorise, label, recall, recognise, recite, order, tell, and 

write. 

  The multi-structural level. The learner can handle numerous aspects, but these are 

reflected independent and not in connection. The student can describe, discuss, list, report, 

select, compute, separate, classify, outline, and illustrate. 

  The relational level. Here the learner can understand relations between aspects and 

how they relate together to form a holistic picture. Types of verbs that can be used here are 

analyse, explain, predict, conclude, review, argue, transfer, characterise, compare, contrast, 

differentiate, apply, organise, debate, construct, review and rewrite, examine, translate, and 

integrate.  

  The extended abstract level. At the highest level, a learner can perceive structures 

from several perspectives, and transfer ideas in new applications. The learner can generalise, 

predict, judge, hypothesise, generate, invent, originate, and theorise.  

Biggs and Tang (2011) recommend teachers to not base learning outcomes on the 

content of the course but rather on what kind of knowledge they want the students to gain. 

They emphasise the weakness in stating learning outcomes with phrases like “a student will 

be able to understand the concept of X”, “comprehend the basics structure of Y” or “be aware 

of the difficulties in Z”) since the meaning of the verbs understand, comprehend and aware in 

the phrases are unclear and not measurable. Instead, a learning outcome should constitute 

what a student’s learning should look like after a course, by clarifying actions and level of 

knowledge. The verb in learning outcomes should state what the student should be able to do 

in a certain topic and at what level. Biggs and Tang separates kinds of knowledge in two: the 

declarative and the functional. Declarative knowledge can be seen as knowledge that forms a 

background or a foundation for further functional knowledge. They exemplify with 

knowledge in specific domains, such as learning about Ada Lovelace as a programmer is 

essential information to have but has not a direct bearing on functional knowledge.  
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4. Method 

 

This chapter present the method for gathering information through interviews and the analysis 

of these interviews.   

 

4.1 Interviews 

Information about instructor work has been gathered through interviews. Interviews were 

semi-structured and lasted between 45-65 minutes. During the interviews the participants 

were asked questions about the process of instructor work. This included questions about 

receiving an order, planning a scenario, facilitating an exercise, and evaluating the exercise 

(Appendix A and B). The questions differed slightly dependent on if the participant was 

experienced or not.  The interviews contained influences from service design, enabling co-

creation of data together with the participants (Stickdorn et al., 2018). This is further 

described below the title Procedure. All interviews were recorded and transcribed.  

 

4.1.1 Participants 

Participants were recruited through convenience sampling and snowball sampling. They were 

asked in person or via mail with recommendations from employees at KMC. It is stated in 

Arvola (2020) that the importance in recruitment does not lie within getting a representative 

selection of participants, rather focus on critical persons with the regard to the target group. 

Therefore, this study focused on retrieving insights from both novel and experienced 

instructors. The novel group was the target group in the project, but the experienced had the 

necessary knowledge for the manual. This meant that the interviews focused both on 

identifying needs for novel instructors as well as gaining valuable insights from experienced 

instructors. 

Seven ETS-instructors were interviewed. Two of them were novel instructors and 

five were experienced instructors. The novel instructors had partaken in one ETS Surge 

Capacity course or the ETS Senior instructor course in the last two years and had never held 

an ETS-exercise outside the courses. The experienced instructors had worked with ETS for 

more than four years and had held exercises in ETS. Five of the instructors were from KMC 

and two were external. Two interviews were conducted digitally and five were conducted at 

the participant’s workplace. One worked as a manager at a hospital, two as contingency 

strategists within different parts of Linköping region and four as teachers in disaster medicine. 

All have a background as nurses or as paramedics. Four of the instructors were women and 

three were men. Their age was between 35 – 51 (M=42,7, SD= 5,3). 

 

4.1.2 Procedure 

The interviews begun with an introduction about the current project and the interview. The 

participants received an opportunity to ask questions about the project and signed an informed 

consent. The participants gave verbal consent, instead of written consent in the digital 

interviews. They were presented with an actor’s map and were encouraged to place presented 

actor-suggestions in proximity to them (Stickdorn & Schneider, 2011). Actor’s map, also 

called stakeholder map, demonstrate which actors that are involved in the work process and 
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prioritise their relevance (Stickdorn et al., 2018). The interviewed person is in the middle of 

the actor’s map and can place actors in different sectors in proximity to themselves dependent 

on project purpose (See figure 8). The actor’s map is used in service design to create a 

discrepancy of their relevance to the customer, unveil actors that are involved behind the 

scenes, and show relations between actors. This creates an overall picture of the people and 

their relations within and outside a system and create grounding for prioritising certain 

relations or weakening others.   

The interviewer asked the participants to describe an exercise process by reminiscing an 

old exercise or hypothesise what a typical exercise could look like. While the participants 

were describing the several steps taken and answering questions posed by the interviewer, 

they were encouraged to write down notes together with the interviewer. The notes were 

outlined into a journey map (See figure 9).   

 

Figure 8 and 9 

Actor’s map and journey map from interviews 

 
Note. Left: The actor’s map with actors arranged from one of the interviews. Right: A journey 

map with post-it notes. 

 

The concept of creating journey maps stems from service design (Stickdorn et al., 

2018) were researchers trying to identify touchpoints in a customer’s journey of a purchase 

for example. The goal is to find solutions to improve customer experience during “low 

points” in their journey (Stickdorn & Schneider, 2011). The research is customer centred and 

mapping is done together with the customer. In current study, the journey map was used to 

identify all steps taken during instructor work in conducting an exercise and create an 

understanding of the entire process. The interviewer and the participant could share a joint 

picture of what was being discussed while writing notes, grouping them, and placing them 

chronologically in a line. The participant also had the opportunity to place the notes where 

they desired and correct the interviewer if they felt it necessary. The most common behaviour 

was that the interviewer wrote at the same time as the participant spoke. In the two digital 

interviews participants could not move the notes by themselves but had an overview of the 

notes via a screen share function. During the digital interviews, the interviewer asked the 

participants were to put the notes more frequently. The interview ended when the time of the 

appointment had expired, since participants had other obligations. Consequently, some 

participants were not asked all questions.  
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4.1.3 Material 

Different material was used dependent on if the interviews were conducted at KMC or via 

Zoom. Recording was done through a recorder or Zoom’s built-in recording function. Miro 

was used in the digital interviews to visualise the actor’s and the stakeholder map. In the other 

interviews, the actor’s map was three circles printed on a A3 paper, with actors written on 

small paper notes. Actors included were taken from MSB (2016), Hornwall et al. (2022), and 

from participation as an observer and evaluator in an exercise (Björnqvist et al., 2022). Both 

digital and analogue post-it was used during description of the work process. The gathered 

data was transcribed using the transcription tool in Microsoft Word. Thematic analysis was 

conducted in Nvivo. 

 

4.2 Thematic analysis 

The gathered data was transcribed and inserted into a program for thematic analysis. The 

chosen process was a reflexive thematic analysis (TA) described by Braun and Clarke (2022). 

A reflexive TA acknowledge that the researcher as a person influence interpretation of the 

data. The researcher is seen as a resource, an active and integral part of the analysis (Braun 

and Clarke, 2020). She also looks critically upon her role, her choices, and actions during the 

entire process of analysis.  

Braun and Clarke (2022) present variations of reflexive TA. They are separated into 

four categories with two counterparts for each category. These counterparts are Inductive-

Deductive, Semantic-Latent, Experiential-Critical and realist/essentialist-relativist/ 

constructionist. How the analysis was conducted is here described using these counterparts. 

Firstly, the TA was conducted both deductive and inductive. The analysis was deductive since 

the research questions in this project demanded mapping key steps during the instructors’ 

work processes and record relevant knowledge from the instructors. Because the interview 

questions were asked in a consecutive order of the process and mapped with the instructor 

during the interview, this too was deductive. The process was also deductive as sorting and 

merging the data from the journey maps initially created codes in the pre-defined phases. 

However, data was sorted inductively into new codes dependent on meaning of utterances. 

Therefore, themes were both generated deductively in relation to the research question and 

inductively based on content. Secondly, the analysis was semantic in contrast to latent. This 

means that the researcher did not try to find underlying meanings. The interpretation was only 

based on explicit utterances. Thirdly, the analysis was experiential and tried to understand the 

instructors’ perspectives. The utterances from the interviewed instructors were regarded 

differently depending on if they were experienced or not. The researcher was more critical to 

claims from novel instructors regarding specific instructor methodologies.  Lastly, the 

reflexive TA had both a realist and a relativist approach. The approach was realist, since the 

analysis aimed to map and collect knowledge to pass on in a manual, demanding high quality 

in recommendations. The approach was also relativist since conflicting thoughts were 

searched for and reported. 

It is stated in Braun and Clarke (2020) that all steps taken during analysis must be 

described and any deviation from their described process must be reported. The steps are not 
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rules, mere guidelines (Braun and Clarke, 2022). Therefore, all steps with deviations will be 

covered here (Braun and Clarke, 2006).  

Step 1. Familiarisation with the data. Familiarisation with the data was done 

through mapping and merging the journey maps. It was also done through transcription and 

reading the transcribed files. The transcribed files consisted of 5710 rows of utterances. 

Important realisations during reading were written on digital post-it notes in Figma.  

Step 2. Generating initial codes. Generation of codes was done both inductively and 

deductively, thus driven by both data and theory. The aim was to map the work process, 

locate difficulties and capture experiences from instructor work. Codes from the collected 

data were also generated by its content. Same utterances could be coded into different codes. 

Step 3. Searching for themes. Searching for themes was done through reading 

through each code for overlaps between the codes, by creating sub-codes. This step is not 

described in Braun and Clarke (2006). These sub-codes showed where overlaps were and 

which codes that were unique. All codes received a short description and were sorted into a 

mind map with connections between the codes. Four initial themes were generated with 

several codes left unsorted.  

Step 4. Reviewing themes. Reviewing themes included overseeing all collected 

themes and value if there are enough data to support each theme and get an overview if the 

themes are coherent. According to Braun and Clarke (2006) reviewing of themes also include 

reading through each theme and consider the validity of each theme. Since a similar process 

was conducted for each code in step 3, this step was not taken. Reflecting upon representing 

the entire data set, according to the purpose of the project two more themes were generated 

and one merged into another. 

Step 5 and 6. Defining and refining names. These steps were done simultaneously. 

The themes were mapped together with sub-themes and described in the report. The 

researcher conducted a last review of the collected data to oversee if codes had been missed or 

wrongly interpreted in earlier classification. The researcher refined the names of the themes 

and sub-themes to aid a future reader in the report. Lastly, the quotes presented in the report 

were translated from Swedish to English to suit an English-speaking audience. The translation 

was somewhat direct which meant that some formulations by the participants can be 

considered strange to a non-Swedish speaker.  

4.3 Ethics 

This study followed the guidelines from the European Union General Data Protection 

Regulation and the integrity policy of Linköping University. This included making the 

participants aware of data collection and storage and allowing them to sign an informed 

consent. All participants signed the consent either on paper or verbally. Participants in this 

study know each other, therefore they will not be described further, such as differentiating 

between who is experienced or not, to protect their integrity.  
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5. Result 

This chapter include information about participants and present the results from the actor’s 

map, the journey maps created during interview, and the thematic analysis. The journey map 

can be seen as an overview of the content in the thematic analysis. Additionally, the results 

are summarised at the end of this chapter. To avoid confusion, participants in this study is 

referred to as instructors throughout the entire chapter. 

 

5.1 Journey map 

The interviews resulted in seven journey maps. The journey maps were a mix of sufficient 

steps during instructor work, experiences as an instructor and tips and tricks about instructor 

work. They were plotted into Miro and merged into a large journey map with all notes 

together. Similar notes were grouped, and lines were drawn between the notes to indicate 

processes. This, rather messy journey map, was then scaled down into a summarised journey 

map (see Figure 10).  

 

Figure 10.  

Journey map 
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Note. Summarised journey map. Actors in coloured circles showing responsibility and 

involvement in the different phases.  
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The journey map consists of three higher level phases: Before, During and After 

exercise. Each phase has different steps which involves different actors. Actors are either 

active or involved in the different steps and actions that are performed during the journey.  

The discovered need for an exercise can stem from a problem identification within an 

organisation. This is visualised in the figure as both customer and its employees discover 

knowledge gaps, for example. The need for exercise can also be perquisite in organisational 

plans. The customer defines purpose and goals for the exercise and order the exercise via the 

manager of the instructor. The customer and the manager define time and resources for 

conducting the exercise. The instructor supports the process of defining purpose and goal and 

ask the customer what kind of result they require and which level of ambition the exercise 

should have. It is important that the goals are measurable and suited to the target group. 

During scenario planning the instructor consider realism regarding place and incident. They 

gather information about participants and incident from experts and customer to make the 

scenario realistic and suitable to the target group. One important factor during scenario 

planning is that it matters less what the scenario is about, provided that the chosen incident 

result in many injured. The choice of what kind of scenario an instructor can model is limited 

to which ETS patient bank they have access to. 

At the start of an exercise the instructors must give the participants a clear 

introduction, which include explaining the rules of ETS-material, the simulation form and 

how communication will work during exercise. They give all participants the same 

information to create common ground and making participants feel safe. It is beneficial if the 

exercise is initiated by a realistic alarm. During the exercise, instructors facilitate and make 

the scenario move forward by injecting pre-planned events into the scenario. Sometimes, the 

instructors need to improvise to keep the participants within the frames of the events of the 

scenario, making the scenario flow. The instructors also engage in role-play called 

counterplay, where they play roles that are involved during a major event. These roles can 

also be played by professionals, like SOS- personnel acting on the other end of the phone. The 

instructors observe and evaluate by checking of measurable indicators in a sheet. These 

indicators, as well as the injects, are written in chronological order as the scenario is planned 

to unfold.  

Evaluation is done through an AAR. The evaluation method enables participant self-

reflection which is important for learning. The instructors revise the results from the 

indicators with the participants, prioritise areas of improvement and make sure to give 

positive feedback. The result from the evaluation is summarised according to the customer’s 

wishes. Based on the result, the customer may then specify plans to develop the exercised 

organisation further. 

 

5.2 Thematic analysis and Actor’s map 

Five themes were gathered from the thematic analysis. The themes are Roles, Realism, 

Defining purpose and goals, Learning, and Planning and acting (see Figure 11). The theme 

Roles are about the roles presented in the actor’s map and are grouped according to the 

instructors’ discussions about the roles (see Figure 12). Realism regard factors that instructors 

take into consideration when planning an exercise to make the exercise more realistic. 

Defining purpose and goal cover the difficulties when the instructors define purpose and goal. 
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Learning focus mostly on participant learning, but also organisational learning. Planning and 

acting are about actions during the exercise. The quotes in this chapter are translated from 

Swedish to English by the author.   

 

Figure 11. 

Themes 

 
 

Note: Five themes from the thematic analysis. Roles, Learning, and Planning and acting has 

sub-themes.  

 

5.2.1 Roles 

During the interviews the participants were presented with an actor’s map and had to place 

actors in proximity to themselves (see Figure 12). The material gained from the interviews 

were seven actor’s maps. The actors on the actor’s map were merged by placing each actor on 

its own table, and then choosing the median of the entire set. The median actor was then 

placed into the merged actor’s map. During interviews, the participants were encouraged to 

motivate their actions, which induced conversations about roles. These conversations will be 

presented in this theme.  
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Figure 12.  

Actor’s map 

 
Note: Circles represent proximity to the instructor during the entire work process. All 

predefined actors are written in black with white background. Added actors from participants 

are in grey. 

 

Customer. The customer orders the exercise but is not involved in the actual 

management of the exercise. They are therefore positioned in the second sector on the edge of 

the third sector in the actor’s map. The instructors mentions that the customer can be a 

manager at a clinic or someone in a leading position, like a preparedness coordinator at a 

hospital or region. Sometimes the customer can also be the manager at the instructor’s 

workplace or from a governmental agency. One instructor adds that the exercise leader, could 

also be the customer.  

 

I6: Yes, our clients at the hospitals are often the local 

preparedness coordinators. It is often the organisation that we have 

and they think “OK, we need to put together an exercise at our 

hospital”. They turn to KMC for help here. So this is what it looks 

like in most places. A customer could also be like… I mix and give 

Alva. Sorry, I think like Colleague 1 and Colleague 2 were in 

Sundsvall. They came home the day before yesterday. Then there was 

the customer, the regional preparedness services. They want to test 

a new disaster plan. That could also be a customer. (Line 3, p.13, 

21:24 min) 
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The customer has little involvement in conducting the exercise but is involved in the 

planning phase and is the receiver of the outcome of the exercise. They are involved in 

defining purpose and goal, which type of result they would like presented after the exercise 

and setting level of ambition for the exercise like size, time, and resources. According to five 

of the instructors, this is something they need help with.  

 

I3: Either according to the customer's assignment or specific wish, 

decide what to do according to these time perspectives or you 

should’ve done that within these intervals, define that you should 

do from these time perspectives or these intervals, or based on the 

scenario previously decided. (Line 11, p.11, 17:21 min) 

 

Manager. Usually, the order come via the manager, but the manager can also be the 

customer. They have little or no involvement in the exercise and is therefore placed far 

outside the third sector in the actor’s map. The managers are the ones who defines time and 

resources from both parties, the customer, and the instructor side.  

 

I6: But we do everything… You know, so we often have very little 

time to put together quite large assignments, you have to say 

anyway, but the basic idea is still that the Manager should give us 

time and resources to create exercises… and now it's the exercises 

you're going for? But if you look at when we developed the concept 

for Surge Capacity in hospitals, then we got about two hundred hours 

in development time. To really be able to think through this with 

purpose, goals, write a manual, develop scenarios. Then, then we got 

time. Otherwise, it's probably the manager. Or yes. The manager, we 

can say, is the one who should give us resources, but it can also be 

limiting. Time can sometimes be limiting for us at KMC, I must say, 

because I cannot speak for the organisation here. (Line 18, p.15, 

26:36 min) 

 

Participants. Participants are described as a sub-group to the customer. The 

customer orders an exercise or a course for their organisation, which means that participants 

are involved as a target group before simulation, take part in the simulation and in the direct 

evaluation. They are highly involved in the learning process, both individually and as a 

representative for the organisation. How central the participants are to the instructors’ work 

process will become evident in the themes Realism and Planning and Acting. In the quote 

below, one instructor talks about how participants are required to partake in an exercise since 

it is part of the organisational plans.  

 

I3: And it is always the customer who orders and their participants 

but what I mean is… It may be that there is an obligation that 

everyone must have this education, for example, that everyone should 

go through on an annual basis. How the flow in a major incident 

works as you find gaps within and be able to fix it and then it 
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could be that every year this must be done. The only thing that you 

agree on is perhaps the date then for that activity, otherwise it is 

a must. (Line 29, p.8, 12:31) 

 

Other instructors, Exercise leader, evaluator, and colleagues. Other instructors 

are often colleagues, exercise leader, facilitators, and evaluators. Other instructors work 

closely to the interviewed instructor and is placed in the inner sector of the actor’s map. 

Similarly, other instructors are colleagues to the interviewed instructor and is also placed in 

the inner sector. When planning an exercise, the planner must consider how many instructors 

need to be involved during an exercise and which responsibilities they have. 

 

I3: Then not everyone would be part of my exercise you might be… if 

you are 4 instructors so maybe someone has the task that… and the 

one who is responsible for the actual evaluation part and then you 

have to put your… everyone's injects in that one. I think… all 

instructor injects. (Line 28, p.16, 30:30 min) 

 

An exercise leader is the person that try to manage everything and everyone, making 

the scenario run smoothly. Almost all experienced instructors call themselves exercise 

leaders. Consequently, they are placed at the inner edge of the inner circle in the actor’s map. 

One instructor state that it is the exercise leaders who plan the exercise, not the instructors. 

Another, says that it is matter of need, if an exercise needs an exercise leader to manage the 

whole exercise.  

 

I7: I also have other instructors, very much like this, I have to 

have enough instructors and they should be good and everything. And 

then if I need some form of evaluation, so are they, they are 

really, these are very important. So. Exercise leader, that’s always 

good. It's like I must think about it all the time too. If I need an 

exercise leader then they should communicate and keep track of 

everything, instructors and evaluators and participants. (Line 19, 

p.1, 05:58 min) 

 

One instructor talks about instructor as a role that an instructor has depending on the 

purpose of the exercise. If an exercise has a learning purpose, the instructor is somewhat a 

teacher that guides and interfere during the exercise. If an exercise is supposed to test a 

system, the instructors are more like game leaders and interfere little during simulation. Then, 

they follow their action schedule that should make the scenario develop through participant 

actions. They will only improvise when involved in managing doldrums or act when 

participants make unreasonable choices. Therefore, during testing exercises the instructors 

take a role as evaluator and less as an instructor. This does not mean that instructors do not 

evaluate during learning exercises, it only suggests that they instruct less during testing 

exercises. An evaluator seems to be more of a role that an instructor take dependent on 

situation and not a singular profession. In the actor’s map the evaluator is placed between the 

inner and the middle sector, implying that this role is highly involved in the process of 
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conducting an exercise but not as central as exercise leaders and instructors. In the quote 

below one instructor emphasise the opposite. 

 

I2: The evaluators are always overlooked. They are as important as 

the instructors. Without evaluation, the education is meaningless. 

So they are… No, in many parts more central or as central as the 

instructor here. After all, these are to some extent contradictory 

roles. Instructors, evaluators. The concept of the instructor is 

more when we educate, that is, if we educate in moment exercises and 

so on. Then we have an instructor who also evaluates. Then it 

synonymous as we have an ETS exercise and he is an ETS instructor. 

It's a little more unclear because then I might see that the 

instructor, if you have a testing exercise, you should have quite 

little involvement of the instructor. Because then it should… then 

you should be faced with a scenario that is so conceived that the 

participants drive the exercise forward. (Line 23, p.6, 10:22 min) 

 

Often, other instructors are colleagues to the interviewed instructor. If an instructor 

work at a clinic, for example, colleagues can also be participants. Novel instructors see 

experienced colleagues at KMC as potential supporters and helpers. Below, one instructor 

adds how inexperience as an instructor lead to less demanding tasks during exercise. 

 

Interviewer: But, is there anyone you can turn to if you need any 

help or want support, as well as in the process of doing an 

exercise, or? 

I5: Yes, but now I am in a place where people have worked with 

exercises for like 15 years. So, there are probably people to ask 

and get help from and I think that what you are is not an exercise 

leader, the first thing you are like… then you are probably a kind 

of helper. (Line 19, p.23,46: 03 min) 

 

Observers and the general public. Observers were placed far outside the circles of 

the actors. They are only there to observe. It is similar for the general public. The instructors 

ponder little of these two actors. One instructor says that the general public is sometimes on 

exercises to observe. She extends her thoughts by saying that she takes the public into 

consideration when constructing a scenario. The public serves as inspiration but also as a 

reminder of the world outside training. Another instructor says that someone from the public 

can have had identified a problem which can become a part of improvement work.  

 

 

I7: Eh the public, it's a bit exciting, because I actually thought 

they would stay here far away in nowhere, but I move it a bit to 

observers. Because, sometimes we’ve actually had the public as… ah 

then maybe they become observers. I think of the public as society 

in general, oh yes, because we always have the conditions taken from 

all like all… it depends on what you mean by that, I think. 

Interviewer: it is completely free how you want to interpret it. 
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I7: But then. To make it interesting, I think. So the public will 

be, according to me right now, eh things I bring into the conditions 

that exist in reality. So we we like this. If it is a public place 

then I have to take the public into account in my game eh and often 

it is, often eh it is very rarely things happen without there being 

a society or something like that. But if we see the public as… but 

that's when I do an exercise. Ah but then I probably want that there 

one anyway and that that is the public as in that there is a world 

outside. Those resources that really need to be practiced as well. 

(Line 19, p.2, 09:28 min) 

 

ETS-educator and experts. ETS-educator are the ones who are experts at ETS. 

They are not involved in creating exercises, only if an instructor needs help regarding ETS 

and is therefore placed in the outer sector. Three instructors call themselves or their 

colleagues ETS-educators. Experts are placed in the inner sector which means they are highly 

involved in creation of the exercise. They are called on for help regarding specific questions 

about simulation or factors regarding scenario creating. They also aid instructors in 

counterplay. This is explained further in the realism theme. One instructor highlighted that 

they might not require experts if the exercise scenario take place swithin their own expertise. 

Then they themselves are the experts. 

 

I7: I think like this, also depending on which area the exercise 

should be in and my knowledge in that area, for example the experts, 

will be super important if it is a subject… Actually, maybe this 

should be expert knowledge because then it is important all the 

time. It's to tie… If I'm going to do a radiation protection 

exercise, I have no idea so I do not know at all what it's like and 

what it would look like. Then I need to have a very close dialogue 

with the expert in the field, while if I am to do an exercise where 

we are to look at flows in an emergency room, for example, then I 

have that expert knowledge myself. (Line 4, p.2, 08:00 min) 

 

Other. Five instructors chose not to include another person in the actor’s map. One 

wanted to include participant organisations as a source of expertise, and another included a 

course coordinator that oversee logistics during a course-day. He adds that everything around 

the specific course content like food, drinks and toilets must be considered. This is especially 

important when learning.  

 

I2: No, but a lot of coordination is required during the exercise 

itself and it may be the exercise leader. But what we have when we 

run courses, we have someone who is the course coordinator […] if 

there are several different elements in an exercise… yes call it the 

coordinator then, which sort of ensures that the parts flow 

together. Especially in the big complex exercises, so it becomes 

important, and it is also this kind of thing, that people can eat 

and have lunch and drink and things that we may not think are very 

important when we sit with purpose and goals, but which often become 

a part… Especially when it is a learning exercise. It becomes 
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important with Maslov's hierarchy that must be met. [Participants 

should] still be able to pee and they must be able to eat and drink 

and get coffee and the whole thing. And you might think it's a bit 

childish sometimes, but then like, that's how people work. (Line 2, 

p.9, 17:01 min) 

 

5.2.2 Realism 

Six of the instructors’ talked about realism in different ways. They take realism into 

consideration during the entire work process. Realism, in this case, is alterations in planning 

the exercise to mimic the real world. In the instructors’ case, this means trying to mimic the 

participants reality. The instructors state the importance in knowing their participants, 

including conducting research about them. Apart from having a clear purpose and goal, the 

participants are crucial for the exercise design. This section covers several factors that need to 

be taken into consideration, such as profession, background, geographical factors, and way of 

work. Participant profession and area of work define which kind of scenario that is suitable. 

In the citing below the instructor motivates why she chooses one accident over another 

because of the participant’s line of profession. The instructors state that this is because of the 

interest of the participants but also that the injuries from the patients would concern that 

certain profession or department.  

 

I2: But then maybe we will choose a scenario where it is also 

credible that there will be a large outcome of people who need 

surgery within a fairly fast time. They need damage control 

operations. That is, this fast assembling to save their lives, but 

then we have to choose a scenario… 

Interviewer: Right. 

I2: So that the injury outcome is reasonable from there, that they 

actually end up in surgery. Because if we have defined our goals in 

a way that we want to practice or test what surgical capacity the 

selected region or hospital has within each time. Yes, then it is… 

it seems quite stupid to have poisoning as a scenario. That a 

terrorist attack in this case is that someone has poured some poison 

into a well that makes many sick, because it will not have any 

effect on the surgical room, because then it will be another part of 

the health care that takes over. Do you understand? (Line 8, p.19, 

39.22 min) 

 

Participant profession should also match roles in the scenario. Several instructors 

mention that this makes the scenario events more realistic, as it will reflect their actions 

during a “normal” workday. The person will be able to make reasonable decision. One 

instructor exemplifies with an own experience during a CPR-education. She as a nurse had to 

try to act as an anesthetist and says that the exercise will be entirely pointless if roles are not 

taken into consideration. Correct roles will not only make it more realistic, but it is also 

appropriate to develop and extend learning within the frames of the participant’s profession. 

Another instructor emphasises the importance in knowing participant background. She states 

that the credibility of the exercise will be lost if someone is forced to act in another 
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profession. This also affect the other participants in the exercise. In the quote below the 

instructor answers a question about how much they know about the participants before 

exercise. 

 

I7: We often also say that it is good to know if, so now we are 

talking about the participants in the exercise and what clinical 

experience and background and competence they have. Because you 

often put them in the roles that they are familiar with, so that in 

fact, a bit on an individual level also when assigning the tasks in 

the exercise. That you put a surgeon on call, to actually take care 

of the tasks that you do as a surgeon on call and that you are not… 

Like this. I am a nurse and all of a sudden I would be a surgeon on 

call. Like, I have no idea. Again, stay as close to reality as 

possible. 

Interviewer: Do people sometimes… participate in a simulation to 

practice a profession that they have not yet received? 

I7: It sometimes happens that we must do that and it almost never 

work out. They cannot take the exercise seriously either, because 

then they will have to make decisions about things they have no idea 

about. Which makes the exercise weird. (Line 22, p.19, 31:17 min) 

 

It is not only the participants profession that will influence the scenario design. A 

scenario should also be reasonable and realistic depending on participant environment. This 

include both workplace and geographical factors. One instructor emphasise that whiteboard 

set up is significant in increasing realism. If the set up looks like the participant’s own 

department, they will recognise the real environment. That also help with accepting the form 

of simulation. She states that the ETS-simulation tool is so unrealistic, that everything else 

need to be as realistic as possible. Furthermore, the geographical factors also have impact on 

travelling time for patients from accident to hospital.  

 

I7: Eh the hardest thing is to get it realistic so that it becomes 

credible for those who participate. That is what I think is such a 

challenge. Often it is that those who come and should stand and 

practice or participate in the exercise they come with their own 

profession and their own idea of how things work and to then get 

them to hop on the train [make the involved] is to make sure that it 

is as realistic as possible. There is so much in the exercise 

context that is unrealistic. A patient does not look like a patient 

does in an emergency room. Then it is important that perhaps the map 

that you have to navigate yourself on the whiteboard with your 

emergency room with rooms is maybe, where you recognise yourself. 

“Yes, there are rooms A and B and there are C and D, and here we 

have the rinse.” That's realistic for me. And that all the 

parameters are in some way constant, eh we know that at 14:00 as we 

play today there are four nurses at work on the schedule. Then we 

will have four nurses, so that it is not.., we are never ten nurses 

to take care of… Then it becomes unrealistic. That is one those 
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things that I think you must be very careful with. And that requires 

an inventory in advance, which means that it is very important that 

you keep track of them. That you make a snapshot of reality and then 

you try to translate it as close to reality as possible. Eh and to 

build the scenario, is not just to take the incident and think that 

we put the scene here how long it takes to go. You also have to be 

attentive about that. The conditions are as realistic as possible. 

(Line 8, p.6, 22:38 min) 

 

The notion of environmental factors at a hospital for example should also reflect a 

reasonable number in the workforce. Another instructor states that if an instructor is to create 

a scenario for a small hospital, they cannot insert unreasonable number of a certain physician 

since this reflects poorly upon how it looks on the real hospital.  

 

I5: […] Authentic alike and not that, that that you are careful 

about research, which people you practice for. So that you are not 

no, but that you do not draw into the game that “here come 5 

neurosurgeons” and then you work at a small hospital where there is 

not even a half surgeon. You must, yes, but a good background check 

so that you can practice as alike as possible as it can be [in real 

life]. (Line 15, p.13, 23:31 min) 

 

Regarding geographical factors, one instructor says that a scenario creator cannot 

create a scenario with a train accident if they are exercising personnel on an island without 

railroads. A scenario creator must reflect on the possible accidents that can occur in a specific 

geographical area. This includes possible risks with breakdown at nearby factories or other 

high-risk areas.  

 

I7: If we are going to be in Östergötland then we can take both 

train and bus accident and chemical accident because we have those 

factories. There is where you have to look further, but if we were 

to go to Gotland, for example, then we cannot take a train accident 

because they have no rails. So then we have to take the ship 

accident, for example, like this. So it depends on the 

circumstances. So, and then you think about which scenario that is 

suitable also depending on..,yes the target group really. (Line 6, 

p.5, 18:37 min) 

 

The instructors also need to plan the events in the scenario so that it becomes 

realistic. This is done through research in organisation plans and action plans. That affect how 

the instructor will plan and perform their injects in the exercise. If a complex scenario demand 

further knowledge about possible events and when they can occur, experts are called upon to 

answer questions about the matter. For example, on how the electricity works at the hospital.  

 

I3: Partly a question also how, what the business wants and based on 

that you would ask then, for example, as I said, experts here. Then 
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if you were to ask what you need to know about [hospital] system 

malfunction, what capacity for battery do we have or diesel in spare 

units or in electricity and connections, and stuff like that to 

know… To be able to set a time goal, so it becomes truthful or 

credible. That's a lot, I think, and to have a good basis and then 

know a little capacity and.., [that] you have today. (Line 22, p.12, 

20:21 min) 

 

The instructor can choose to make a scenario even more realistic by looking at old 

accidents. This will give an insight on what is possible. One instructor exemplifies with a bus 

accident. The instructor can gather information about earlier conditions for the crash, how the 

bus had landed, how many injured and which type of injuries they had. Below is a description 

of how an instructor can work independently with creating a realistic scenario. 

 

 

I7: That you develop the scenario and think mm patients… often you 

have a pretty good idea about the site of injuries because you model 

it yourself. There you put the bus on its side and then you pick out 

the patients. Eh and then if you have not done it before and you 

want to do it even more so so credible really, then you can look at 

old bus accidents how they[people] were sitting, what injuries they 

got. Eh place their patients on the whiteboard like that. Eh how 

many people are seriously injured in a bus accident, how many 

[injuries] are mild, so what kind of injury panorama. You can look 

at old reports and then you pick out the patients. That job is 

usually one.., you work with that quite a lot yourself. (Line 33, 

p.6, 25:29 min) 

 

The realism in the scenario is essential in the exercise, however, three instructors 

stress that which type of incident matter less, as long as the effect of the incident is relevant to 

the participants, the goals and purpose. In the quote below one instructor examplifies this 

notion.  

 

I2: We want to create the scenario according to the purpose and 

goals, what abilities do we want to strengthen in the region? Yes, 

that is what will be like the purpose and goal we are to strengthen… 

Interviewer: Yes right. 

I2: …hospital A's ability to receive several injured at the same 

time. Okay, then it does not really matter if it is… if it is a bus 

accident or a plane crash, or… Yes whatever it is. We decide on the 

scenario. It is secondary in that case because there are certain 

goals we are to achieve. (Line 15, p.18, 37:38 min) 

 

Communication during exercise can be done face-to-face, through notes, phone, or 

radio. Two instructors talk of initiating an exercise and communicating during an exercise as 

participants would do in real life. One explains that the same alarm goes off during a 
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simulation at the hospital, as it would in real life. Another recommends using the same means 

of communication as they would in real life, since the vexing circumstances that can occur by 

calling can contribute to learning.  

 

I5: Yes, because I've probably been there when, you know 

someone has knocked on the door and gone just like “hello, hello, 

now an alarm has gone off and so on”. I think it is better that you 

really try to call between each other and because it is also an 

experience that that… If you get an alarm, you should usually call 

someone, and it is not completely complication-free because the 

person you call on is maybe on the phone or it's like that… There 

are a lot of things that you can learn from it [calling] just by 

doing this, how to communicate in a good way between each other. And 

then I think it's good to make it as autistic as, autistic? 

Authentic as possible. (Line 23, p.14, 26:16 min) 

 

Three of the participants talk of difficulties creating realism as an instructor. It 

concerns making the participants immersed in the situation and accept the simulation form. 

They claim that this is mainly a problem in the beginning, and that it can shift towards the 

end. So that participants do not want to stop. One instructor explains that it is because of the 

fidelity.  

 

I2: There are many things that are difficult, but but the most 

difficult is with those… It is difficult… I will not say the most 

difficult, but it is one of the more recurring. It is those that 

have never worked with simulations of this kind before. Getting them 

to get involved with their heart and soul and it's usually a problem 

only the first few hours. Then we can see that everyone… we do not 

get them to stop. This fidelity is so high, like after a while, 

because they are so into it and we can say that the exercise is over 

but it feels… they aren’t done [with the exercise]. But it is that, 

to get efficiency in the exercise [which is difficult] from the 

beginning if you are not used to working in the system from before. 

(Line 19, p.22, 47:06 min) 

 

5.2.3 Defining purpose and goals 

The most important task as an instructor or exercise planner is the purpose and the goal. Its 

importance is repeated throughout the interviews. It is what stipulates and guides the entire 

project of conducting an exercise. This section will cover how the instructors talked about 

purpose and goals. Summarising, they said that it can be difficult to define purpose and goals, 

that it must be clear and somewhat specific, and that it defines both target group, facilitation, 

and evaluation method.  

 

I7: It's difficult before purpose, goal, learning goal. It is 

absolutely the most important thing because if those are set, the 

rest will come. Because to pick out patients and to paint the 
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whiteboards, like an inventory about conditions, that is, that’s the 

simple part. It takes a lot of working hours because it is like 

that. But it's that which is difficult, purpose and goal and then if 

you set that and it’s clear to you, the other will come by itself. 

[…] To think like this, what happens next? Try to see the domino 

game. It depends on how you construct the conditions here. And that 

is based on purpose and goal. (Line 29, 3, 14:11 min) 

 

Purpose and goals come from the customer. One instructor says that the customer 

must know why they have ordered the exercise. Another instructor who works more often on 

the customer side, claim that she always does extensive work defining purpose and goal 

before an exercise.  

 

I1: As a customer, I have done a lot of preparatory work to conclude 

that this is the order that should be made. That includes, as I 

said, it can come from all sorts of sides and angels… [receiving 

improvement suggestions] so it is clear to me that what the goal is 

and what my purpose is. (Line 11, p.3, 12:10 min) 

 

At least that is how it should be according to four of the instructors. Three says that it 

is very common that the customer just wants to exercise but has not defined a clear purpose 

and goal, and do not exactly know what and how they want to practice. Then it is up to the 

instructors to define the purpose and goal. Another instructor adds that this notion comes from 

a belief that practice is key, but that the answer to the question why is rarely answered in the 

first order from the customer.  

 

I7: eh yes. In the order, you’ll want to have a clear purpose with 

the exercise. Ehm, and a target group and an expected outcome or 

what is the delivery, or do you just want to perform the exercise or 

do you also want the result presented in a certain way. Those 

things, you really want to know and you are very grateful if you get 

answers to those questions. Eh mm. So like what is the goal with the 

purpos.., the exercise what are we going to, what are we going to 

deliver. Mm goals. And purpose and target group. 

Interviewer: And when you say thankful, do you mean that's not 

always the case? 

I7: no, it's not often. This is often not the case. “We need to 

practice this.” Eh, okay but why? Like that. (Line 32, p.3, 14:11 

min) 

 

One instructor ponders over that there are positive and negative aspects of having to 

define the purpose and goals by themselves. On the one hand, it simplifies the work process. 

On the other hand, the purpose and goal might benefit from a review of experienced 

simulation personnel. He states that KMC in the role of being a center of teaching, with much 

experience at hand, are sometimes better at defining purpose and goal. Therefore, the process 
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of defining purpose and goal is done through conversation with the customer and the 

customer’s wishes are taken into consideration.  

 

I2: Yes and that is it, there it is a little, that is a little 

di…divided because yes, it makes it easier to push through [in] the 

exercise if it is a very clear purpose and goal and you have 

everyone to play with. On the other hand, when it comes to emergency 

medicine and ETS exercises, we may know more than the client which 

target group should be trained to achieve purpose and goals. Or that 

purpose and goal are not relevant you can also… that is. Sometimes 

we have that knowledge better than the customer there for the 

discussions with the customer and there there you can expand it. 

(line 1, p.14, 27:05 min)  

 

The importance of the purpose and goal makes its definition important. Several 

instructors talk of having a clearly defined goal. One states that a goal must be clear, that it is 

difficult to formulate, and can take time. It is unclear from the interviews what could be 

considered a prominent definition of purpose and goal. One instructor specifically claims that 

mere practicing as a purpose is not enough. However, two other instructors exemplify purpose 

and goal using the word practicing.  

 

Interviewer: Okay, but what is the purpose and goal of this 

exercise? How have you thought about that? 

I4: That… purpose and goal is that we practice and train. Training 

also includes local, regional and prehospital healthcare management. 

Or the goal is really to increase the capacity in crisis management. 

(Line 31, p.22, 48:52 min) 

 

5.2.4 Learning 

Learning is part of every simulation. This theme covers different actions that instructors do to 

enhance learning in their exercises. The instructors adjust exercises to fit participant level, or 

conversely, try to adjust participant level of knowledge to make them ready for the exercise. 

The evaluation is a grand part of learning, and feedback must be given with care. The 

instructors emphasise the importance of a safe learning environment for participants. 

 

Prior knowledge. As presented in the theme realism, the instructors gather a lot of 

information about their participants. Additionally, to make the scenario as realistic as possible 

they also consider level of knowledge of their participants. In the quote below one instructor 

answer a question about how he prefers to plan a scenario.  

 

I3: [I] like whiteboard and would like to have someone more sitting 

then [with him]. Watch or throw out [ideas] what what can you look 

at? How can you formulate yourself, what can you do, what 

difficulties can you have in a scenario? Very obvious things, we 

think that… What can… assumptions are there that they know and what 

facts do you have that they know. 
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Interviewer: You think about the participants? 

I3: Yeah yeah, exactly, a little bit. 

Interviewer: Right. 

I3: Because it is unnecessary to test everything if you think they 

know everything about this. Then maybe you must have another 

difficulty level, difficulty rank or niche, angle the scenario in a 

specific direction. (Line 25, p.13, 22:58 min) 

 

To increase the learning outcomes or performance in an exercise, some instructors 

describe different ways for the participants to prepare. One talks of sending out information 

and recommended reading before an exercise. Another says that she sometimes must explain 

ETS and often show a film about the ETS-material in her courses. A third has educated 

participants in a course about the topic of the exercise weeks before the exercise. The 

instructors talk about teaching the structures of the exercise through exercising. Assuring that 

the participants are ready for the real exercise where instructors measure and evaluate. The 

instructors’ goals are to make the exercises better, improving the participants to the 

recommended level. However, one instructor says that the education does not always reach 

the intended outcome. In the quote below he describes how one organisation has not prepared 

for an exercise.  

 

I4: No, but the education, that is for people who sit in, regional 

or local management or TiB. Or PS plus it was too. What we wanted to 

do with the education. It was that we wanted to increase their 

ability to lead. So it was… That was the basic mission. We must 

raise the individual's ability. 

Interviewer: individual, okay. 

I4: Yes, it is that because you are there as an individual even 

though you are in a management, so the training went towards… not 

towards the organisation but people in the organisation. […] But we 

will see if we see the same problems. Becuase in the education, 

there are also shorter exercises where management staff gets to 

work. And where we discovered… where they themselves discovered 

quite large deficiencies. And where perhaps in their emergency 

medical plan they could have changed a little to make it work better 

and then we could have tested the new guidelines or the new 

emergency medical plan. (Line 8, p.22, 46:45 min) 

 

Learning or testing. Some of the instructors divide an exercise into two, a learning 

exercise or a testing exercise. During a learning exercise the instructors are more active and 

teach participants in ETS and use the scenario to teach students about the real situation. They 

usually do not measure the outcome of the exercise, instead they guide the students through 

the alarm chain and discuss together.  

 

I6: But a learning exercise, I think, like the SK course, then when 

we have this one there, that is a learning exercise for me. If I 

have difficulties with… Sometimes it is difficult to put it into 
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words myself. But a learning exercise is that they should see how 

maybe how the system is structured and we also teach during [the 

exercise]. That’s how it is for me in any case. That I may have to 

explain to them: “How does it work at the scene of an accident?” And 

they are also there to learn this in some way. Just as you use the 

testing exercise, then it is somehow the organisation itself that 

wants to test something, so you…You want to test your organisation 

or if you want to test your management function or so, it is a 

functional organisation that in some ways need to be evaluated. So 

you need to test and try. But learning for me, it is still that we 

we we lead them through the alarm chain in some way and we discuss 

with them. We do not evaluate them in their regular function. And we 

do not really measure anything. We do not have quality indicators 

that we use in the same way. (line 19, p.13, 22:26 min) 

 

This division affects if the exercise should have learning goals or not. One instructor 

says that learning goals are only relevant when managing a course. The course goals should 

match the intended knowledge of a specific function. A manager should be able to look in a 

course catalogue and choose a suitable course to their employees, dependent on the learning 

goals. He states that this notion does not pair with a testing exercise since a testing exercise 

evaluates the organisation. This imply that learning goals are always connected to individuals 

and not applied on organisational level. 

 

Interviewer: Right. So the learning objectives for a course. They 

shall match… they shall match the learning objectives that you have 

within the position. 

I2: Or yes exactly or the ability description or what you call it. 

But I do not really see that learning objectives have any place in a 

testing exercise. 

Interviewer: No. 

I2: are you with me? Because then I do not really care about what 

the individual learns, even if it becomes a learning. But I cannot 

say: “Now we will have a testing exercise and the learning 

objectives are here”. For me it is… for me it is, and I do not say 

that it is right, but for me they are opposites. Because now it's 

the organisation I'm going to test. (Line 9, p. 15, 31.11 min) 

 

If an exercise needs learning goals, they are pre-defined together with purpose, goals, 

and target group. The instructors says that learning goals often pair with the action plans of 

the organisation or national guidelines. Suitable actions are listed in a document and are 

checked off if they are made within the right time according to the plans. These actions are 

called indicators and are given a score based on the quality of the action. They are called 

indicators because, if made correctly, participants follow existing plans and that indicate an 

overall better outcome. As the reader can see in the quote below, one instructor equates 

indicators with learning goals when describing a testing exercise. Relating back to the quote 

above it is ambiguous if indicators might act as learning goals for the organisation.  
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Interviewer: Are there any? Do you have any learning goals? 

I4: It…we will have it soon. But we had learning goals quite clear 

for the education. 

Interviewer: Yes ok right. 

I4: And then we have our quality indicators, so we have learning 

goals for local regional level TiB and PS plus. So yes, we have 

learning goals. 

Interviewer: And they are already set from… 

I4: The national model 

Interviewer: mm. the guidelines that exist. 

I4: So really. We have no specific learning goals for the exercise, 

but we always have learning goals in the form of indicators. So we 

will measure indicators both at the local level, regional level and 

prehospital level. (Line 5, p.23, 49:27 min) 

 

Safe environment. During a learning exercise it is essential to create a safe learning 

environment. Three instructors says that participants feeling unsafe will freeze and not act as 

they would do in a real environment. If they feel supervised and judged, they will refrain from 

acting in fear of losing their face. In the quote below, the instructor says that it is helpful to 

remember the bigger picture and the purpose of conducting an exercise, to increase participant 

ability, and save lives.  

 

I2: If it is a learning exercise, it is a slightly different 

climate, and you shall create… Then it becomes much more important 

with this safety creation. Creating safety around the participant so 

that they also feel that the exercise actually exists for this 

individual to learn something. Because we also know that this 

climate will be such that a learning exercise or education end up in 

a climate where it feels testing. They lock themselves in and become 

stressed and the goal itself is to complete the exercise. The goal 

itself is then not, for the individual participant, that they should 

learn something that in turn should actually teach them to care for 

the patients in the end, which is still the purpose, almost always 

the purpose, and why one conducts the exercises. There is a purpose 

somewhere above the exercise. Then there will be an increase in 

ability. We shall avoid patients dying because we must take care of 

them to the right extent. So again, getting a little addicted to 

testing or or learning. But that’s where the participants are 

central. (Line 28, p.20, 43:23 min) 

  

One way of creating safety, according to one instructor, is to oversee that everyone 

participating receives the same information and being clear that the purpose of the exercise is 

learning. She states that this is also valuable during testing exercises to give participants the 

courage to learn and try. Furthermore, instructors should be clear on that a sort of Vegas-

mentality lies in the exercise - what happens during the exercise will stay there. Another 

instructor constructs simple exercises at her workplace to make the employees feel safer with 
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simulation as a method for learning. She stated that she hoped that she could increase the 

level of difficulty in the future when acceptance of the learning method is higher.  

 

I6: It is a learning environment even if it is a testing exercise in 

some way, we are here to… To also learn and dare to test what we 

should do. Create a sense of security. And have clear exercise 

rules, what is exercise and what the exercise will look like… (Line 

21, p.24, 46:53 min) 

 

It is not always easy to stay in a safe learning environment. One instructor tells a 

story about one participant making a severe mistake during a learning exercise. This mistake 

was brought to the participant’s attention after the exercise and he or she was shown how to 

do the intended action properly. The instructor said that the participant was offended by this 

information. She states that it is difficult in those situations, keeping a balance between 

feeling safe and feeling tested. She states that it depends on how one is as a person. However, 

she withholds that exercising is a learning situation and that there exist criteria of what an 

employee must know at a workplace. It also shows where there are gaps within the 

organisation.  

 

I1: And it depends on how you are as a person. How to take it. 

Because then you may have lost that person's trust that it’s only an 

exercise, but it is a learning situation as well. 

Interviewer: mm 

I1: eh that it's not… exactly. They are very clear that it is a 

learning situation. Mm. You do not want to make such a mistake. To 

come with the wrong thing. 

Interviewer: Right. 

I1: but mm 

Interviewer: So there is a risk that it will be testing even though 

it should not be? 

I1: Yes exactly. Because the person in question experiences it like 

that. If you are like that as a person that you then… how you take 

things. (Line 22, p.11, 40:00 min) 

 

Evaluation. The participants were asked about evaluation and learning. One 

instructor says that without evaluation, the education is pointless. One instructor talks of the 

evaluation as part of the grown-up learning and without evaluation the exercise risks 

becoming a game. Another state the importance of lack of prestige during evaluation. That it 

is valuable to be able to self-reflect and critique oneself. The feeling of safety extends to the 

evaluation. Below, an instructor describe how instructors must allow the participants a 

moment to land after an exercise. To fully step out of the simulation. She states that it is a 

matter of respect to the participants and want to extend that time.  

 

I7: Then you should actually have respect for the fact that they 

should also step out of the exercise. That have we seen several 

times that sometimes it is difficult because this is how they act in 
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their profession. They see the patients. They see how we must save 

the lives of these plastic figures. So, you must somehow give them 

the time to leave the exercise and also thus professionally provide 

feedback on learning goals. Because otherwise you can, there is a 

risk if you do not do this carefully and do this realistically with 

respect. Professionally. Then the exercise can become a game. And 

it's not the point if the purpose wasn’t for us to have some fun an 

afternoon. But but but it must be in some way. We have, we are to 

learn in this situation. Something. Then you should also have the 

opportunity to get feedback on it and reflect. So, a lot there, I 

think. We are very bad at that. We're really bad at landing in it 

too. Now I say we because I… I think myself and my colleagues who 

conduct these exercises that we should, as it were, let that part 

take a little more space because then our work is done. So, we have 

delivered what we are supposed to in some way. Then we are happy 

about that, but that is where we have the adult learning in some 

way. That is, to reflect on what the heck did I and we do and would 

I do this the next time, or or or should I perform in a completely 

different way? So that when I leave, I feel stronger dealing with an 

event like this than before. (Line 28, p.14, 21:10 min) 

 

Two instructors mention AAR as a good method to evaluate. It allows the 

participants to go through what has happened, self-reflect, and receive feedback. The 

participants get a joint picture. The instructors are careful to say what the participants did 

wrong, they often let the participants find out themselves. One instructor adds that one clear 

way of giving feedback is to focus on few points of improvement. He says that the instructor 

has a responsibility to not give too much feedback, that everything cannot be improved at the 

same time. He states that the participants will not remember more than three things. If an 

instructor wants to give feedback on more, they should at least refrain from giving it right 

after an exercise.  

 

I4: Because we will have a lot of points, whether it has gone good 

or bad, as points for improvement. And then that’s also another 

thing that becomes a responsibility for us instructors. Okay, now we 

decide on these 3 things they should improve. So that we emphasise 

this, this and this. The other was not good either, but don’t mind 

that. (Line 16, p.29, 62:48 min) 

 

The feedback should also contain positivity, which an instructor state is imperative 

for learning. If they do not receive the positive feedback the negative experience is turned on 

to the exercise. This decrease learning and can spread to colleagues. One instructor says that 

this can harm the reputation of exercising and decrease the overall will to learn. 

 

I3: And I think you can do that if you have a good… A good flow 

through this. You have the openness and is allowed to make mistakes 

and that this stays with us. It is not something that is passed on 
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to someone else, but we do this together to learn or to test this or 

whatever it is. 

  […] 

Otherwise you do not want to come back again. 

Interviewer: And what would be the consequences of that? 

I3: No, it would have negative consequences that you cannot… So, 

becuase people talk: “that this course is shitty. You should not go. 

It will only be bad. You learn nothing.” (It will lead) To the fact 

that you do not have the ability then to be able to test things 

because no one wants to participate, or you ignore it or is just 

there because the boss says you should be there. (Line 1, p.23, 

42:59 min) 

 

Organisational learning. What has happened during the exercise and how it went is 

connected to the purpose, goals, and indicators in the exercise. These are reviewed in 

discussion with participants after the exercise but also passed forward to the organisation of 

the customer. This increase knowledge about gaps within organisation in certain incidents.   

 

I3: And type of injuries, illness and then you must know, even if 

you run a malfunction scenario, it is relevant to know who you can 

take care of who you cannot take care of. You notice that we cannot 

take care of this if we do not have these functions or this 

capacity. (Line 16, p.15, 25:40 min) 

 

5.2.5 Planning and acting 

This theme is about instructors’ tasks during an exercise which are planned 

beforehand. The instructors plan which injects they are going to insert into the game. They 

define roles among themselves and stipulate these roles and the injects into an action 

schedule.  These roles are called counterplay, and one instructor can act as many counterplay 

roles during an exercise. During interviews the instructors were asked to differentiate between 

counterplay and injects. One instructor describes injects as events in the game and a 

counterplayer as someone you call.  

 

I5: And the injects are more events and the counterplayer is more so 

that you have some contact on the other side. The one you call or 

that you… (Line 3, p.18, 32:22 min) 

 

Injects are always planned in an action schedule to the scenario. As stated earlier, the 

action schedule is constructed from the organisation’s action calendar. They should be 

realistic, purposeful, and contemplated thoroughly. Injects move the scenario forward and are 

used to direct participant focus.  

 

I7: Yes injects is something that makes… I have prepared injects 

when I make the scenario, so the scenario is that something happens 

and then it comes… then it can be like this that now calls, I do not 

know, as well… Yes, so. Now you call and say that now the water is 
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also gone in ward 4. That one, what you are like this.., it is an 

injection in the scenario itself that makes me want to enlighten 

something new or I want to illuminate something that now is the 

whole hospital and no employee has received any information at all 

and things like that. (Line 2, p.9, 33:54 min) 

 

Injects can also be improvised. Two instructor describes these injects as acts trying to 

keep the participants, their actions, and events within the frame of the scenario. If the scenario 

comes to a doldrum, an instructor can act to make the scenario flow. An improvised inject 

might also be required when a participant makes strange assumptions. These improvised 

injects can be planned by identifying potential pitfalls in the action schedule.  

 

I4: So if we have to pull something, we have it prepared and then we 

look at each other and then we inject it. Otherwise, it should be a 

self-playing piano as I said. So our role will be to make sure that 

the exercise goes as we have thought and we may have to push them 

[the participants] in. I'll probably be on the scene and if they 

start inventing things. “Opp, opp, opp [No, hold up]. Where did you 

get that information from?” Are you with me? 

Interviewer: How is illustrated, this opp, opp, opp in reality then? 

I4: Yes, but then I go in and say as a rescue leader, police chief 

or something else. No, you have no bus. It has not arrived then you 

cannot transport it away because the bus does not exist. (Line 12, 

p.25, 54:02 min)  

 

The instructor provides suggestions on how to act when something in the planned 

chain of events does not occur. One says that an instructor can prepare to insert cooperation 

conferences when a group of participants has nothing to do. Another says that instructors 

should be careful to pause an exercise because it is hard to draw the participants’ focus from 

the boards. Instead, an instructor can take on a role as a counterplayer, call in, and ask 

questions that redirect the participant’s attention. Another recommends moving backward in 

the chain of events and push further there. In her description below she talks of her plan B 

when an alarm chain does not continue.  

 

I7: So some such points, like this if someone… the alarm comes 

to the board where the emergency room is. Then I know that it will 

come to the nurse in charge of management who in turn in their 

action calendar will alert further. I know this because that's how 

you, that is the conditions we practice here and if she does not do 

it then… How do I get her to actually do that? 

Interviewer: Have you written down any suggestions then? 

I7: At star… yes it. There's something like this here, a 

thought about how. Because then you go back one link in the chain 

and try to strengthen up there. Do not say to her; “you, on this 

information you should…” but more like back a link in the chain. If 

it is like that, you haven’t really been clear with the scenario 

itself, that is. It's like this. Now the situation is so damn bad on 
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injuries at the scene of the incident, so then I go to the scene and 

I say like this “You. I think that, you know, you need to put 

pressure here or can you, can you contact them again and sound a 

little more hysterical in your voice?” To, in some way, back a link 

in the chain to like “but god I might have to send the alarm 

further” and then we are up and running. (Line 6, p.17, 52:15 min) 

 

One instructor talks much about how he acts differently depending on type of 

exercise. If it is a learning exercise it is more likely that he will interfere in what the 

participants are doing during exercise. On a testing exercise, three instructors says that the 

scenario should be carefully planned so that the participant action and the planned injects will 

make the scenario play itself. Furthermore, if an exercise is larger with many groups involved, 

it is crucial that both instructors and participants keep to the injects and counterplays that are 

described in the action schedule.  

 

I4: No, but it's good to stick to the exercise you have set up. 

You should not freebase too much yourself, because there are too 

many who are involved in the exercise. If I have a local management 

then I can freebase in that management. 

Interviewer: Right. 

I4: And the same thing with the one who practice by making sure that 

they do not freebase, because it is also quite common. Yes, but of 

course we should’ve had this. But now we have decided that they do 

not have it, then they do not have it. Are you with me? That you 

agree that you stick to the plan and that you shape them into the 

plan. (Line 2, p.28, 61:01 min) 

 

The instructors provide several tips and tricks on how to act and not to act during 

exercise. Two instructors talk about adding difficulty to the scenario when participant 

performance is high. One says that the planned injects can be inserted more frequently than 

planned, and the other recommend adding one more patient in the scenario. That patient can 

preferably have an urgent need for care and be unrelated to the major incident that the 

participants are managing. One instructor described an experience where an instructor had 

acted incorrectly, by trying to help the participants when they did not understand what had 

caused the injuries of the patient.   

 

They did not understand that it was ammonia and then the person who 

was the exercise leader started to start like this and cough- (Make 

coughing noise) ing all the time and it became very strange because 

then everyone thought “god she has gotten something in her throat” 

But she wanted to clarify to them that the patients felt bad. 

It's a wrong inject so you may not be able to… It is important to 

understand that you are in the the role. You cannot be, you cannot 

be the patients either. We can never be that. How do I clarify this? 

Actually yes, but I think yes, we try to follow, we follow what we 

have said. (Line 12, p.22, 41:03) 
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Counterplay. Counterplay is also planned, but more connected to specific roles that 

is required in the scenario. They either cannot or should not be played by the participants. It is 

decided before who will act as counterplay, and their actions are specified in the action 

schedule.  

 
I6: Yes, but counterplay, I think it can, or for me… now this is 

what I think and like this counterplay is something we have 

predetermined before. Like this, “OK I6 [herself], you will be 

counterplay and you are TiB”, for example. Then I have more of a 

pre-made template that I follow. 

(Line 14, p.21, 38:11) 

[…] Linked to a pre… a predetermined role in the action schedule is 

more like counterplay for me. We have decided before who will be the 

counterplay and what that counterplay should look like. (Line 23, 

p.23, 45:23 min) 

 

The most common counterplay role is Designated duty officer. Other common 

examples are the emergency, ICU, surgery, and SOS. Instructors acting as counterplay can 

make injects in their role. They can also be called upon by the participants. One instructor 

describes how they give participants one number to call like a telephone change, where they 

can ask to talk to any person, they see suitable in the situation.  Sometimes, experts like real 

SOS-personnel are seated at these counterplay positions and sometimes the instructor need to 

improvise. If an instructor does not know what to answer, it is realistic to say that the 

information is not available.  

 

I7: In the big exercises we have had with several regions where we 

have had a national counterplay. Then we have invited people from 

Socialstyrelsen to answer the phone because then they know what to 

answer, because the rest of us do not know. But sometimes it may not 

matter that much. Then I can pretend to be the Socialstyrelsen and I 

can also think about what they would answer so that you are serious 

in the counterplay. You have to be, because otherwise it like this 

realistic thing and like they would never answer like that, you 

know. You call national level and someone says “yes we do not know. 

Yes I do not know.” Not or anything. Like that. So so there are 

really clear instructions for the counterplay and if you cannot… The 

thing is that counterplay can be like this, you should be 

counterplay kitchen staff, then it can be the case that the 

counterplay still gets a question like this:” Yes, but I wonder 

about the caretaker service”. Like not ready for that question. Then 

you always have to like “wait I’ll get back”. You know. That you are 

really serious and not just. "But why do you want to talk to them?" 

Interviewer: Ah right. 

I7: It it must be this way, this way it's done, and professionally 

all the way through. And then you may not have answers to all the 

questions and then you do this so that you do, but I will return. 
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Because it is very credible or that it is busy or that’s not 

strange. And then you talk to the exercise leader. “Hey, they wonder 

why, you know, why we have not locked the whole hospital.” Had we 

not thought about in the scenario and then you as an exercise leader 

must like this: “yes but wait we… you can answer this”. Like that or 

try to find out something. You keep a level too, and… 

Interviewer: Are there any situations where you say “this 

information we do not have”, or? 

I7: Yes. Absolutely because that, it is. That's what makes it much 

easier that we do not have all the facts on the table at any time. 

So, you can always answer that. 

(Line 25, p.10, 36:03 min) 

 

 

5.3 Summary 

The thematic analysis resulted in five themes: (1) Roles, (2) Realism, (3) Defining purpose 

and goals (4) Learning, (5) Planning and acting. The five themes will be summarised here: 

1. The theme Roles was deductively defined from the actor’s map, but the roles were 

sorted into subthemes dependent on their co-occurrence. The theme presents the many 

roles that are involved in conducting an exercise. Some roles, like Other instructors, 

Participants, Exercise leaders, Colleagues, and Evaluator were defined as more 

involved in in managing an exercise than others. The results also indicate that the roles 

instructor, exercise manager, and evaluator are more connected to their responsibilities 

rather than to specific people. For example, there are contradictions in the data 

whether the instructors can plan exercises and if they are called instructors when they 

evaluate or lead testing exercises.  

2. Realism is taken into consideration during the scenario planning, the construction of 

the whiteboards and the communication during the exercise. Information about 

participants is gathered to increase realism, such as participant profession, workplace, 

and geographical surroundings. It is important that the participants can relate to their 

role in the exercise, recognise their workplace on whiteboards, and acknowledge the 

events happening in the exercise. Furthermore, information about possible major 

events is gathered from experts or old accidents. The gathered information also 

demonstrates how a real scenario could unfold and is used to make events in the 

scenario accurate to the real world. However, which type of incident matter less, only 

if the effects followed by the incident is relevant to the purpose, the goals, and 

participant background. The communication in the exercise should be as close to 

reality as possible and participant should practice the complexity of communicating 

during a major event.  

3. Purpose and goals are defined together with the customer. The results display that the 

interviewed instructors think that the purpose and goal should be defined by the 

customer. However, it can be beneficial if people experienced in exercise planning aid 

the customer in the process of defining purpose and goal. It is important that the 

purpose and goals are contemplated thoroughly and defined clearly. When defining 
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purpose, the instructors recommend differentiating between the two types of exercises, 

a learning or a testing exercise.  

4. Learning is part of all exercises. The instructors adjust their exercises to suit 

participant level of knowledge. Adjustments can also be made by preparing the 

participants for the exercise. This include both ETS as a simulation form and the 

subject of exercise. Evaluation after exercise is important for learning. The instructors 

recommend prioritising feedback given to the participants and to always give positive 

feedback at the end of the exercise. It is beneficial for learning to create a safe learning 

environment, where the participants feel they can act, make mistakes, and self-reflect. 

The results from the thematic analysis express how learning goals are used during 

courses and learning exercises, not for testing exercises. However, the results do not 

demonstrate what learning goals are since there were contradictions in the data.  

5. Planning and acting cover instructor tasks during the exercise. The instructor plan 

injects in an action schedule along with their scenario planning. These injects are 

events in the scenario that they bring to the participants’ attention. The injects should 

always have a purpose and be realistic. Injects can also be improvised as a way to aid 

participants or to keep them within the frames of the scenario. The instructors act in 

different roles during the scenario, which are called counterplay. These roles should be 

planned before exercise between the instructors, so responsible instructor can prepare 

to answer questions that the participants might have.   
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6. Discussion 

 

This chapter will discuss findings from this study based on its research questions, including 

how the findings were incorporated into the manual. Therefore, the last research question “… 

how can the result be inserted into a manual for novel Senior instructors in ETS?” will be 

answered repeatedly after each discussed subject. The participants in this study will 

continuously be referred to as instructors.  

 

6.1 Which steps are taken in an instructor’s work process? 

This question has been answered by asking the instructors to review the work process in 

conducting an exercise and mapping this process into a journey map. The overall steps taken 

was separated into those described by Bell and Valley (2020): planning, executing and 

evaluation. The first and the last steps of the journey map visualise how the conduct of 

managing an exercise is part of an overall process as presented in Figure 6 from Homeland 

security (2020). For example, how the customer identifies a problem and chooses to use 

exercising as a method to correct the problem and how the evaluation of the exercise play an 

important part in how changes can be made within the customer’s organisation.  

The journey map was incorporated into the manual so that the instructors receive an 

overview of the process of conducting an exercise and which actors that are involved during 

each phase (Appendix C, p. 9). The first and the last steps, along with the Integrated 

preparedness cycle from Homeland Security, are included to emphasise the overall purpose of 

exercising. It is important that the instructors understand the overall process since they can 

use this knowledge to motivate participation in exercises.  

 

6.2 Which actors are involved in conducting an exercise and how are they involved? 

This question has been answered by allowing the instructors to place actors on an actor’s map 

and encouraging them to add additional actors. The actors directly involved in conducting an 

exercise are instructors, experts, exercise leaders and evaluators. Aside from instructors, these 

actors can be seen as roles that can be inhabited by the same person since the tasks of the 

instructor changes dependent on exercise phase, type of exercise and size of the exercise. As 

stated by Hornwall et al. (2022) the instructors are responsible for scenario planning, 

facilitation, collection performance measures and debrief. This means that during a small 

exercise the instructor must inhabit all roles if they are managing the exercise by themselves. 

During a larger exercise the instructor might only have one of these roles.  

Contradictions in the data show how the interviewed instructors do not share the 

same view of the roles. For example, one instructor stated that he only acted as an instructor 

during learning exercises and that he was more of an evaluator or a game leader during testing 

exercises. This imply that the instructor role is more related to a supporting role like a 

facilitator. Another contradiction was more related to the role of the exercise leader, where 

one instructor stated that it was only exercise leaders who planned exercises. This does not 

couple with only requiring exercise leaders during larger exercises as another instructor 

stated. These contradictions were taken into consideration when writing the manual. The 

usage of the terms exercise leader, head instructor, instructor and game leader was explained. 

The exercise leader was separated from the instructor and a described as someone how plans 
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the exercise and is responsible for the flow of the scenario during exercise. The instructor was 

described as someone who facilitate and evaluate, like the description of the tasks of a 

facilitator in Jansen and van Zelst (2021). This means that if a novel instructor uses the 

manual to plan and execute an exercise, he or she might inhabit both roles. The word 

facilitator was not implemented into the manual to prevent confusion about the different roles 

and their meaning. However, taking on different types of facilitating roles is interesting to 

insert in a future version of the manual seeing that discussion about several facilitating roles is 

evident in literature (see Kriz, 2010; Jansen and van Zelst, 2021; Schwartz, 2005). These roles 

need however be examined more closely before added to the manual, by determining their 

applicability in ETS and differentiating between behaviour in learning and testing exercises.  

The customer is involved in the ordering of the exercise and in the receiving of result. 

They together with the manager are the ones who define the ambition and frames to the 

exercise such as enabling resources and time. Since their involvement affect the instructors 

time to prepare, execute and evaluate the exercise they are added into the manual even though 

their involvement in the work is considered limited by the interviewed instructors.  

The actors that were placed within the sectors of the actor’s map were included in the 

manual and those on the outside were not (Appendix C, p. 6). Exceptions were colleagues, 

observer, cooperation actor, ETS-educator, and coordinator. Colleagues were removed since 

the results were mainly based on colleagues at KMC, which is not a representative view of the 

colleagues of the intended target group. For example, five of the interviewed instructors were 

colleagues to each other who work with teaching through exercises. The observer was also 

removed since the instructors did not describe them as an active or imperative role in the 

exercise. The cooperation actor was removed since it was only mentioned by one participant 

and because they are an expert in collaboration between organisations and could therefore be 

classified as an expert. ETS- educator was also considered to be an expert in ETS and could 

also be classified as an expert. Furthermore, the coordinator was not included in the actor’s 

map since that role was only mentioned by one instructor. However, the importance of 

considering human needs during learning activities was included in another part of the manual 

(Appendix C, p.23). The actors were described and visualised in the same manner as the 

merged actor’s map to show involvement and proximity in the process of conducting an 

exercise. The visualisation should be helpful for novel instructors, displaying who they must 

consider when planning.   

 

6.3 What do an instructor need to consider during planning and executing an exercise?  

This question was answered by asking questions about conduct in scenario planning, 

preparation, facilitation and debrief. Many considerations must be made during exercise work 

and the most important considerations included in the manual are discussed hereafter. 

Both instructors in this study and MSB (2016) emphasise the importance of having a 

clearly defined purpose and goals. The instructors state that it defines the entire conduct of the 

exercise. The results show that it can be difficult to define purpose and goals. It can require 

extensive work and take time (MSB, 2016). In the results from the thematic analysis, purpose 

and goals are always mentioned together with no clear differentiation between them. In 

educational exercise material from the Swedish armed forces (FM, 2013) it is stated that the 

purpose should answer the question why one need to practise, and the goal should answer 
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what should be practised. The instructors state that it is the customers responsibility to define 

purpose and goal but that the customer rarely answers these questions when they order an 

exercise. Therefore, the instructors are often required to assist in the process of defining 

purpose and goal. The instructors state that it is important to differentiate between a learning 

and a testing exercise when defining purpose.  This is also supported in the guidelines in the 

ETS-manual (Hornwall et al., 2022). Aside from answering the question why and 

differentiating between testing and learning exercises, the results of this study do not answer 

how a purpose and goal should be formulated. Since the purpose and goals were emphasised 

as very important by the instructors, it was considered necessary to aid future instructors in 

this process and contribute with recommendations in the manual.  

To aid future novel instructors in the process of defining a purpose, the researcher 

retrieved verbs that can be used when defining purpose from MSB (2016) and included them 

in the manual. Five examples of formulations were constructed with inspiration from MSB 

(2016) and from course material in the Senior instructor course (KMC, 2021b; KMC, n.d). 

Additionally, one instructor in this study stated that it is not enough to define the purpose with 

“practising crisis command”, which is supported by MSB (2016) therefore this 

recommendation was written in the manual.  

MSB (2016) recommend that goals could be written in present tense, because they 

ought to represent the result, meaning which abilities should have been accomplished after 

exercise. Moreover, they recommend valuing to which extent these abilities are to be 

performed during exercise since the goals must be measurable. The scale of abilities is 

divided into basic, good, and very good and what these abilities signify practically is pre-

defined in goal descriptions. These abilities can be evaluated on individuals’ and 

organisational abilities. Another way of defining goals is the S.M.A.R.T. method (Homeland 

security, 2020; Nilsson & Kristiansson, 2015), which is short for specific, measurable, 

achievable, relevant, and time bound. Above information was inserted into the manual, with 

additional examples of how a goal could be written (Appendix C, p.15).  The strengths of 

these methods of definition goals are threefold, they are short, comprehensible and can be 

combined.  

 The results were ambiguous whether learning goals are only used in courses or also 

used in learning exercises as one of the instructors stated their relevance in courses and not in 

exercises. This notion was not mentioned by the other instructors and is not supported in the 

ETS-manual that suggest that learning goals can be used in courses and learning exercises 

(Hornwall et al. 2022). The ambiguity in the results continues as another instructor likened 

learning goals to indicators when referring to a testing exercise. The likening between the two 

implies that indicators could function as organisational learning goals since the instructors 

stated that indicators are only used in testing exercises. As learning is an integral part of 

exercising, learning goals was considered important to add to the manual but the ambiguity in 

how it should be described complicated the addition. Learning goals are for example not 

mentioned in the national guidelines for exercise conduct (MSB, 2011; MSB, 2016). Why this 

is, is uncertain. It might be because learning is central in exercising and maybe all goals 

implicitly include learning, since MSB (2016) describe developing individual and 

organisational abilities and does not differentiate between testing and learning exercises. 

However, the client of this report, KMC, requested that the manual should encourage using 
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learning goals in learning exercises. Additionally, using learning goals is also recommended 

for instructors by Berggren (2019) as seen in table 1 indicating that the requirement of 

learning goals is recurrent within ETS-development. Moreover, specifying learning goals for 

a learning exercise can be beneficial both for the instructor and the participant because it 

highlights which type of activity that is required of the instructors to reach a certain 

understanding (Biggs and Tang, 2011). It is recommended in the ETS-manual (Hornvall et al., 

2022) that the definition of learning goals stem from Bloom’s taxonomy or the SOLO 

taxonomy. Biggs and Tang (2011) offer a pedagogical way to define learning goals with the 

SOLO taxonomy in their book Teaching for Quality Learning at University. This method 

involves choosing applicable verbs on the different levels of the taxonomy, including verbs 

taken from the Bloom’s taxonomy. They recommend that writing a learning goal should be 

done by first defining type of knowledge: declarative or functional. Second, a suitable verb 

should be used from one of the SOLO-levels, specifying level of required understanding. 

Third, a content topic should be included, specifying what should be performed. Last, it must 

include the context in which the action should be performed. This approach to define learning 

goals was translated and inserted into the manual with examples to ease the process of 

constructing learning goals. Further, the clients request to recommend learning goals during 

learning exercises was included. The manual has therefore two descriptions on how to write 

two different kinds of goals which are quite similar (Appendix C, p. 14-16). Their differences 

are the verbs from the SOLO taxonomy and the evaluative ability from MSB (2016). This 

realisation led to a recommendation to refrain from making goals during a learning exercise 

and only focusing on creating learning goals.  

  The instructors claimed that they used indicators during testing exercises and not 

during learning exercises. Indicators are based on national or organisational guidelines and 

are used to evaluate the performance of an organisation. This notion does not pair with the 

description of indicators by Rosen et al. (2008) which state that indicators should be based on 

learning goals, which usage in ETS is uncertain as discussed earlier. Further, Rosen et al.’s 

indicators concentrate on teamwork and individual performance opposing the organisational 

focus that instructors claimed to have during testing exercises in this study. An ETS-exercise 

is performed in group and Rosen et als’. (2008), therefore team performance indicators are 

applicable to the simulation form. Further, they are recommended in another manual about 

prehospital exercises using ETS (Lidberg et al., 2022). That manual is not given to the novel 

instructors during the Senior instructor course and therefore was the recommendations of how 

to create indicators included in the manual. The complexity of differentiating between 

learning goals and indicators and when to use these when planning an exercise based on 

instructors’ utterances is problematic. Therefore, the content of the manual need to be 

validated by experts in ETS.   

The instructors consider instructors learning in many ways. Their recommendations 

to alter the exercise dependent on participant level of knowledge or increase participant 

knowledge to fit exercise demands were added to the manual. To build upon earlier 

knowledge is also considered important in literature (see Strater & Bolstad, 2009) and is 

recommended by Berggren (2019) in table 1. Additionally, the recommendations to give 

positive and short feedback was included to enhance participant experience and learning. 

Positive feedback is also supported by Berggren (2019) in her recommendations (see table 1). 
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A short note on how participants learn differently based on Kolb and Kolbs’ (2012) learning 

styles was also inserted. However, how participants learn was not included, because the 

manual is concentrated on conduct rather than education about learning theories. This 

conclusion could be revised and further background about learning could be an addition to the 

manual in the future. Examples of how this can be done can be seen in FM (2013) and MSB 

(2011). 

Creation of a safe environment was considered important for learning, especially 

during learning exercises. Instructors stated that by making participants feel safe, they 

strengthen their courage to act and respond in the exercise. The safe learning environment is 

made by giving clear instructions in the beginning of the exercise to all involved, creating a 

common ground between the participants. It is also done by highlighting that exercising is 

learning and potential individual errors will not be shared outside the exercise. Interestingly, 

this desire to create safety among the participants stretches throughout the entire learning 

exercise opposing the suggested roles that instructor takes in exercise described by Jansen and 

van Zelst (2021). They describe the role Sage as a coach that is mindful about participant 

learning and support during and after exercise, and the role of the instructive role Scientist is 

evident before exercise. Even though the instructors in this study are mindful to give clear 

instruction in the beginning of an exercise like the described Scientist, they motivate their 

instructions with consideration to participant feeling of safety. This consideration to 

participant safety is also highlighted in MSB (2016). The instructors did not agree among 

themselves to what extent safety was to be considered during testing exercises contra learning 

exercises, therefore these two types of exercises were separated in the manual and behaviour 

of creating safety was explained differently (Appendix C, p. 24). For example, how a testing 

exercise focus on organisational learning rather than individuals and how errors are alright 

during learning exercises.  

Information about facilitation during exercise is scarce in the scientific literature. 

Hence, the results about instructor facilitation in this study is a contribution to the field. The 

instructors presented several recommendations about on-the-fly-facilitation, when a scenario 

comes to a doldrum or how to re-direct participant attention to keep them within the frames of 

the scenario (van Laere et al, 2021). These recommendations contributed to the manual, as 

novel instructors cannot rely on experience as experienced instructors can (Kriz, 2010).  

The instructors take realism into consideration when designing a scenario. One of the 

instructors in this study states that since ETS as a simulation tool is very unrealistic, 

everything else must be realistic. This utterance motivates why the instructors consider 

realism to a great extent. Because the physical fidelity of ETS is low, it requires high 

functional, task-related and role fidelity. These findings are in line with the description of 

mimicking processes in management described by Feinstein and Cannon (2002). When 

designing a scenario, they mimic real incidents and base the response of the incident on 

organisational plans. This enhances the task-related fidelity, as the events of the simulation 

and the expected participant actions correspond to their usual conduct. The instructors 

consider functional fidelity when acting as counterplayers, for example, they study how to act 

as a certain role before simulation and are mindful to give the right feedback to the 

participants. The instructors also spoke of how they have experienced the importance of role 

fidelity and emphasise its importance for the felt realism.  
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The low physical fidelity of ETS might also have an impact on initial acceptance of 

the simulation form as several instructors claimed that it was difficult for the participants to 

accept the simulation form in the beginning of an exercise. One instructor said that by 

modifying the whiteboards to make the participants recognise themselves and their 

workplace, she could enhance the feeling of realism. Even though the whiteboards do not look 

like the real hospital at all, she claimed that this had an impact on realism. A small alteration 

to increase physical fidelity enable participants to relate to the real world. The literature 

describe how physical fidelity has less importance when teaching novel participants 

(Feinstein & Cannon, 2002). Nevertheless, the instructors try to mimic the participants real 

environment as an aid to make them accept the form of simulation and understand that the 

tasks performed is real. This is also evident in the recommendation to use real communication 

equipment like a phone or a radio, a strive to have those parts that can be realistic high in 

physical fidelity. This is not surprising since communication is an important practise in ETS-

simulations and realistic communication is part of the task-related fidelity. 

The instructors described how it could be difficult to end an exercise because of 

participant engagement in the simulation, indicating psychological-cognitive fidelity. One 

explained that participants might not want to end the simulation because they still have 

patients to save. Another said that the fidelity was higher during testing exercises since they 

were more prone to stress than during learning exercises, indicating high psychological-

cognitive fidelity. This might be because instructors said they were more likely to intervene 

and aid participants during a learning exercise, distracting them from the task at hand and 

making them reflect on their actions. 

The recommendation of proficient conduct when planning and acting in an exercise 

to increase realism was included in the manual. Although the described behaviour shows 

signs of different sub-definitions of fidelity that could have been described in the manual, 

they were not. The ETS-manual (Hornwall et al, 2022) already cover fidelity, so this manual 

simplifies the scientific descriptions and include sufficient steps that are required or 

recommended.   

 

6.4 Limitations 

There are several limitations to this study. One limitation is that the semi structured 

interviews allowed instructors to speak freely and the interviewer to ask unique follow-up 

questions. Additionally, several interviews were bound by time-limit and ended when the 

instructors had to leave, not when the interviewer had asked all questions. These limitations 

affected the interviews negatively as all instructors did not receive the same questions and not 

all questions. This caused the interviewer to prioritise some questions above others and leave 

other questions that could have given support to or other nuances in the results.  

The different set up during interviews might have affected the results. Five of the 

interviews were made in person and two was made digitally. In the digital set up the 

interviewer was following the instructions of the instructors to arrange the actors map and the 

journey map. The inability to make changes and arrange the actors by themselves could have 

influenced the results.  

The interviewed instructors were both experienced and inexperienced. The two 

groups were regarded differently during the thematic analysis as the experienced instructors’ 
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utterances were considered more credible when it comes to recommendations about conduct. 

This differentiation should have been made more explicit, by having different focus during 

interviews. The novel instructors should have been asked more about needs and analysed 

separately. Now, if they were unable to answer or speculated about exercise conduct during 

interviews their knowledge gaps were implicitly allocated by the interviewer.  

Despite these limitations, the content of this manual will be revised by experts in 

ETS before usage, allowing experienced instructors to condemn or confirm the information.  

 

6.5 Future work 

The content of the manual has been overviewed by the client and must be further evaluated by 

experts in ETS and experienced instructors. The manual requires further design development 

to ensure that the content is easily accessible to the users, as existing figures are not integrated 

properly in current form. For example, they lack acuity when inserted into Microsoft Word. 

Another development recommendation is to explore how the content of the gathered 

information can be presented in other shapes or forms dependent on what the intended target 

group prefer. Additionally, the manual should be usability tested with real users when 

participating in a Senior instructor course (Stickdorn & Schneider, 2011). This could be done 

by evaluating the usage and experience of the manual through surveys, interviews, or 

observation. The manual is supposed to be a living document with possibility for addition of 

tips and tricks from experienced instructors.  
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7. Conclusion 

 

The aim of this paper was to deepen current knowledge about the ETS instructors work 

process and create a supporting tool for novel Senior instructors in ETS. The research 

questions have been answered. The study has mapped the instructors work process, including 

relevant actors and designed an initial version of a manual for novel ETS instructors. The 

work process and the actors have been visualised and included in the written manual for novel 

instructors. No earlier visualisation of the ETS-instructors work process has been made and 

these findings are a valuable addition to the already existing manual. The greatest 

contributions are (1) the support of defining goals, purpose, and indicators (2) the immense 

considerations during scenario planning regarding realism, and (3) the proficient conduct of 

managing complex situations during exercise.  
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Appendix A – Script. Novel instructors 

 

Introduktion 
 
Kod:  
 
Ålder:  
 
Kön:  
 
Hur mår du idag?  
 
Tack för att du ställer upp och medverkar i denna intervju. Det är mycket värdefullt för det 
fortsatta arbetet med att förbättra ETS och i förlängningen svensk krishantering. Vi börjar 
med att du ska få fylla i en samtyckesblankett. Din medverkan i studien är helt frivillig. Jag 
kommer att spela in vårt samtal. Ingen utanför studien kommer att få ta del av det 
materialet och det kommer att sparas på min dators hårddisk och raderas vid studiens 
avslutande. Det du säger kommer kanske att presenteras i en rapport men kommer inte 
kunna spåras tillbaka till dig.  
 
[samtycke] 
[Spela in] 
 
Så då sätter vi i gång. Jag kommer att ställa frågor till dig om ditt instruktörsarbete. Du 
kommer även få hjälpa mig med lite kartläggning av inblandade aktörer vid en övning, samt 
kartläggning av din arbetsprocess. Jag kommer att anteckna under tiden.  
 
Vilken organisation är du anställd hos? 
 
Vad har du för utbildning? Inom ETS? 
 
Vilken roll innehar du i din organisation?   
 
Hur många år har du arbetat inom ditt nuvarande yrke?  __________ år  
 

1. Instruktörsrollen 
 
Hur länge har du varit instruktör? 
 
 
Hur ofta agerar/förväntas du agera som instruktör?  
 
 
Jag kommer nu att ta fram en aktörskarta.  
 
[Visa stakeholder map.] (Svaren här kommer att korta ner antalet frågor nedan) 
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Du är i mitten och aktörerna är där på kanten. Cirklarna representerar närhet till dig i ditt 
arbete som instruktör för en övning.  Känner du igen aktörerna? Är det någon/några du vill 
lägga till? Kan du placera ut dem i närhet till dig. Utgå ifrån din intuition. Beskriv och 
motivera gärna varför du gör de valen du gör.  
 
[FOTA] 
 

2. Innan övning 
 Har du utfört en ETS-övning efter din utbildning? 
Jag tänkte att vi skulle gå igenom processen för att genomföra en övning. Vi tänker att du 
fått i uppdrag att göra en övning nu och så går vi tillsammans igenom övningen. Jag kommer 
samtidigt att kartlägga det du säger och göra en tidslinje. Tänker att vi tar det kronologiskt. 
Du får gärna använda dig av materialet också och hjälpa till. Känns det okej? 
 
Hur initieras övningen? Vem tänker du har beställt övningen?  
 
Vad är ditt första steg efter beslutet om att en övning skulle ske? 
 
Hur ser det ut med tid och resurser på din verksamhet? 
 
Vilka tror du skulle medverka? Vem beslutar om att de ska medverka? Hur rekryteras dem? 
Kriterier?  
 
Planerar du övningen tillsammans med någon annan?  
 
Sätter du upp syfte och mål? Hur då?  
 
Hur tänker du kring lärandemål? 
 
 

3. Scenarioskapande 
 
Skapar du ett eget scenario? Hur går du till väga?  
 
 
Använder du dig av något särskilt hjälpmedel? (papper och penna, eget dokument, excel, 
annat?) 
 
Vad är det viktigaste att tänka på när man skapar ett scenario? 
 
 
Hur nyttjar du ETS-materialet i förberedelserna inför övningen? 
 
Skapar du ett körschema inför övningen? Hur? Vad tänker du ska ingå?  
 
Skapar du en lista över patienter inför övningen? Hur? Vad tänker du ska ingå?   
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Skapar du ett protokoll inför övningen? Hur? Vad tänker du ska ingå?   
 
Innan vi går över till själva övningen. Vill du tillägga något som jag glömt att fråga om? 
 
 

4. Under övning 
 
Hur börjar övningen?  
 
Kan du föreställa dig ungefär vad du gör under övningen? Vad? Hur? Varför? När? 
 
Hur tänker du kring inspel i övningar? Kan du berätta lite om inspel i övningar för mig? Hur 
skiljer sig inspel från motspel? 
 
Vad tror du det finns för utmaningar med inspel /motspel?  
 
Vad kan göra ett improviserat inspel svårt? Lätt? Vad krävs för ett improviserat inspel lyckat? 
 
Vad är det viktigaste att ta hänsyn till under genomförandet av övningen enligt dig? 
 
 

5. Efter övning 
 
Hur avslutas övningen? Vad händer då? 
 
Hur utvärderas övningen?  
 
Vad tyckte du var viktigast att deltagarna får med sig från övningen? 
 
Hur ser du övning och lärande?  
 
Vad gör man med resultatet från övningen? 
 
 
 

6. Avslutning  
 
Är det något i din arbetsprocess som du tror hade kunnat underlättas på något sätt? 
 
Kan du vända dig till någon om du stöter på problem med att organisera en övning? 
 
Vad innebär en lyckad övning/simulering? 
 
 
Vilka tips kan du ge till någon som ska agera instruktör? 
 
Vad är det svåraste med instruktörsarbete? 
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Vad är det roligaste?  
 
 
Sammanfatta diskussion. Görs genom att beskriva journey map. 
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Appendix B – Script. Experienced instructors 

 
Introduktion 
 
Kod:  
 
Hur mår du idag?  
 
Tack för att du ställer upp och medverkar i denna intervju. Det är mycket värdefullt för det 
fortsatta arbetet med att förbättra ETS och i förlängningen svensk krishantering. Vi börjar 
med att du ska få fylla i en samtyckesblankett. Din medverkan i studien är helt frivillig. Jag 
kommer att spela in vårt samtal. Ingen utanför studien kommer att få ta del av det 
materialet och det kommer att sparas på min dators hårddisk och raderas vid studiens 
avslutande. Det du säger kommer kanske att presenteras i en rapport men kommer inte 
kunna spåras tillbaka till dig.  
 
[samtycke] 
 
[Spela in] 
 
Så då sätter vi i gång. Jag kommer att ställa frågor till dig om ditt instruktörsarbete. Du 
kommer även få hjälpa mig med lite kartläggning av inblandade aktörer vid en övning, samt 
kartläggning av din arbetsprocess. Jag kommer att anteckna under tiden.  
 
Vilken organisation är du anställd hos? 
 
Vad har du för utbildning? Inom ETS? 
 
Vilken roll innehar du i din organisation?   
 
Hur många år har du arbetat inom ditt nuvarande yrke?  __________ år  
 

1. Instruktörsrollen 
 
Hur länge har du varit instruktör? 
 
Hur ofta agerar du som instruktör?  
 
Jag kommer nu att ta fram en aktörskarta. [Visa stakeholder map.] (Svaren här kommer att 
korta ner antalet frågor nedan) 
 
Du är i mitten och aktörerna är där på kanten. Cirklarna representerar närhet till dig i ditt 
arbete som instruktör för en övning.  Känner du igen aktörerna? Är det någon/några du vill 
lägga till? Kan du placera ut dem i närhet till dig. Utgå ifrån din intuition. Beskriv och 
motivera gärna varför du gör de valen du gör.  
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2. Innan övning 

När var senaste gången du gjorde en ETS övning? 
 
 Kan du berätta lite om senaste gången du gjorde en ETS-övning? Jag kommer samtidigt att 
försöka kartlägga det du säger och göra en tidslinje. Du får gärna hjälpa till.  
 
Hur initierades övningen? 
 
Vem ”beställde” övningen?  
 
Brukar du vara den som organiserar övningar? 
 
Vad var ditt första steg efter beslutet om att en övning skulle ske? 
 
Hur såg det ut med tid och resurser? 
 
Vilka medverkade? Vem beslutade om vilka som skulle delta? Hur rekryterades dem? Fanns 
det några kriterier vid rekryteringen? 
 
Planerade du övningen tillsammans med någon annan?  
 
Satte du upp syfte och mål? Hur då?  
 
Hur tänkte du kring lärandemål? 
 
 

3. Scenarioskapande 
 
Skapade du scenariot? Hur gick du till väga? Kan du beskriva hur du kom på scenariot? 
 
Hur såg scenariot ut?  
 
 
Använde du dig av något särskilt hjälpmedel? (papper och penna, eget dokument, excel, 
annat?) 
 
 
Vad är det viktigaste att tänka på när man skapar ett scenario? 
 
 
Visste du vilka som skulle delta när du gjorde scenariot? 
 
 
Hur nyttjade du ETS-materialet i förberedelserna inför övningen? 
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Skapar du ett körschema inför övningen? Hur? Vad tänker du ska ingå?  
 
 
Skapar du en lista över patienter inför övningen? Hur? Vad tänker du ska ingå?   
 
 
Skapar du ett protokoll inför övningen? Hur? Vad tänker du ska ingå?   
 
 
Innan vi går över till själva övningen. Vill du tillägga något som jag glömt att fråga  
om? 
 
 

4. Under övning 
 
 
Vad gjorde du under övningen? (Fångar upp det som sägs och ställer frågor om hur, varför 
och när?) 
 
Hände det något speciellt under övningen som du reagerade på? 
 
Kan du berätta lite om inspel i övningar för mig? Hur skiljer sig inspel från motspel? 
 
Vad finns det för utmaningar med inspel /motspel?  
 
Vad kan göra ett improviserat inspel svårt? Lätt? Vad krävs för ett improviserat inspel lyckat? 
 
Vad är det viktigaste att ta hänsyn till under genomförandet av övningen enligt dig? 
 
Är det något om själva övningen som du vill ta upp som du tycker att jag har glömt?  
 

5. Efter övning 
 
Hur avslutades övningen? Vad hände då? 
 
Hur utvärderade du/ni övningen?  
 
Hur upplevde du deltagarnas reaktion på övningen?  
 
 
Vad tyckte du var viktigast att deltagarna fick med sig från övningen? 
 
 
Hur ser du övning och lärande?  
 
 
Vad gjorde du med resultatet från övningen? 
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6. Avslutning  
 
Är det något i din arbetsprocess som du tror hade kunnat underlättas på något sätt? 
 
 
Kan du vända dig till någon om du stöter på problem med att organisera en övning? 
 
 
Vad innebär en lyckad övning/simulering? 
 
 
Vilka tips kan du ge till någon som ska agera instruktör? 
Vilka tips kan du ge till någon som ska organisera en övning? 
 
 
Vad är det svåraste med instruktörsarbete? 
 
Vad är det roligaste?  
 
 
Känner du stöd i din roll som instruktör/övningsorganisatör? På vilket sätt? Från vem? 
 
 
Sammanfatta diskussion. Görs genom att beskriva journey map. 
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Förord 
Den här manualen är till för dig som är ny inom övningsplanering och 

instruktörsarbete. Den riktar sig specifikt till dig som arbetar med beredskap inom 

hälso- och sjukvård. Du ska gärna gå eller ha gått en kurs som Senior instructor eller 

i Surge Capacity, då innehållet i manualen ska ses som ett komplement till den 

information som ges i manualerna för Emergo Train System och Surge Capacity. Det 

finns flera användningsområden för ETS och den här manualen innehåller generella 

tips till instruktörer, så även om du inte känner igen dig på beskrivningen ovan kan 

den ändå fungera som ett stöd för dig som är en ny instruktör. Manualens syfte är att 

hjälpa dig genom planering, utförande och utvärdering. I slutet av manualen kan du 

hitta en checklista som du kan använda för att checka av alla stegen som du tar 

under övningsplanering.  

 

Ett ytterligare bra sätt att lära sig att utföra bra övningar är att faktiskt delta i hela 

processen tillsammans med erfarna instruktörer och övningsledare. Har du möjlighet 

till det kan du använda den här manualen för att förstå helheten och de aktiviteter 

som ni utför.  

 

Den här manualen baseras på arbete utförd i samband med en masteruppsats av 

Alva Lindhagen, beställd av Katastrofmedicinskt centrum i Linköping.  

 

Version 1. 08-06-2022.  
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Begrepp 
[Relevanta begrepp som behöver förtydligande.] 
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Roller 

 



 6 

 

Aktörskarta (16) 
Här visas hur involverade alla aktörer är i processen att skapa och genomföra en 
övning.  Som du kan se är du som instruktör i mitten. Tillsammans med 
övningsledare är du högst involverad under planering, genomförande och 
utvärdering. Du ansvarar för deltagarnas lärande och upplevelse. Du kontaktar 
experter vid behov i sakfrågor och kan inkludera dem i övningen. Om utvärdering 
sker av en enskild utvärderare är denne involverad under planering utifrån ett 
utvärderingsperspektiv, observerar under övning och sammanställer resultatet av 
övning. Beställaren och chefen sätter ramarna för övningen men är mindre 
involverade i själva övningsarbetet.  
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Beredskapscykeln 
Beredskap är förmågan hos en organisation att vara beredd på särskilda händelser 
och hanteringen av händelsen. I det ingår att försöka förutse vilka möjliga händelser 
som kan ske och förbereda sig för vilka handlingar som ska utföras för att minimera 
de negativa effekterna av händelsen (17, 33). Därför behöver organisationer öva och 
kontinuerligt uppdatera sina planer och sin personal för hur hanteringen ska gå till. 
Bilden nedan är hämtad från Homeland Security i USA (21) och visar hur beredskap 
är en cyklisk process som ständigt förändras och utvecklas. Den visar också hur 
övning är en viktig del av beredskapsprocessen. Den här manualen tar dig mellan 
beslutet för att en övning ska genomföras till de förbättringsförslag som du kommer 
fram till utifrån resultatet av övningen.  Alltså, den undre cirkeln i bilden.  
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Din övningsresa 



Linköping University | Department of Computer and Information Science  

Master’s thesis 30 HP | Cognitive Science 

Spring 2022 | LIU-IDA/KOGVET-A--22/010--SE 

 

  1 

Övningsplanering 
 

Varför öva?  

En organisation kan ha olika anledningar till att de ska öva. Det kan exempelvis stå i 

deras verksamhetsplan (9), eller så har de identifierat ett problem eller en 

kunskapslucka inom organisationen (16). Anledningen till behovet av övning kan 

även ha framkommit genom organisationens risk-och sårbarhetsanalys (18). Oavsett, 

har organisationen sett ett behov av verksamhetsutveckling som de tror kan åtgärdas 

genom övning.  

 

Beställning 
Du får en beställning på en övning. Beställningen kanske kommer från din chef eller 

kanske från någon beredskapssamordnare från klinik eller region (4). I beställningen 

ska det framgå: 

 

• Syfte 

• Mål 

• Målgrupp 

• Resurser 

• Tid 

• Hur övningen ska utvärderas 

• Hur resultat ska presenteras 

 

Saknas delar i beställningen eller behöver delar förbättras? Då är det upp till dig som 

mottagare att inhämta informationen från beställaren. Det kan göras genom en nära 

kommunikation med beställare, så som ett uppstartsmöte (9). Du kan också själv 

välja att komma med förslag som du sedan återkopplar till beställaren. Genom att 

skapa tydliga ramar i beställningen, skapar du bättre förutsättningar för dig själv att 

genomföra en riktigt bra övning. Du skapar tydliga ramar genom att lägga tid på att 

definiera syfte och mål.  

 

Syfte 
Ett syfte är en planerad följd av ett visst handlande (8). Den ska besvara frågan 

varför övningen ska genomföras (9). Det är inte alltid lätt att formulera syfte (5). Se 

därför till att verkligen lägga tid på denna del i processen, då det kommer att definiera 

hela övningsarbetet framgent.  
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Prövande eller lärande? 
Det första du bör ta hänsyn till är om övningen är prövande eller lärande (6). Det 

avgör hur syftet ska formuleras. Det avgör även om du behöver skapa lärandemål 

eller ej, hur aktiv du kommer att vara under övningen och hur övningen utvärderas.  

En prövande övning är när organisationen ska testas (14). En organisation 

kan till exempel vilja testa sina åtgärdskalendrar, ramverk eller sin katastrofplan. Det 

kräver ett väl planerat scenario, där din interaktion med simuleringen och deltagarna 

främst återfinns ditt körschema. I en prövande övning är lärandet inte huvudfokus, 

men lärande brukar ändå ske implicit för deltagarna under övning och explicit under 

utvärdering. HÅLL KOLL. Var tydlig med beställaren när du tolkar deras beställning 

som en prövande övning. Det är inte ovanligt att beställaren och deltagarna tolkar 

momentet som träning och inte som ett organisatoriskt prov (5).   

 

En lärande övning är när deltagarna ska lära genom att öva. Då är det fokus 

på personlig utveckling för deltagarna som resurser på en verksamhet (14). 

Scenariot ska även här vara välplanerat, men du som instruktör har större frihet att 

göra inspel som gör spelet lättare eller svårare (12). När du skapar en lärande övning 

är det viktigt att definiera vad deltagarna ska lära sig. Läs mer om Lärandemål (s. 

15).  

 

 

TIPS!  

Gör det enkelt att komma ihåg skillnaden mellan prövande och lärande! Här kommer 

jämförelser till fotboll. När du fokuserar på lärande är det bra att öva på specifika 

förmågor. Till exempel som att öva hörnor eller passningar under en fotbollsträning. 

En prövande övning är mer som en träningsmatch. Regler och uppställning är 

desamma men resultatet har ingen negativ inverkan. Laget får snarare en bild av hur 

det kommer att gå för dem under säsongen och får möjlighet att se var de behöver bli 

bättre. När det är match, ja det är då en särskild händelse inträffat. Det är då laget 

ska visa vad de tränat för.  Om du vill veta mer om skillnaden mellan lärande och 

prövande kan du läsa i ETS-manualen (14). 

 

 

Hur formuleras ett syfte? 
I beställningen ska det finnas ett tydligt syfte (5). Saknas syfte eller är det otydligt? 

Då är det upp till dig att tillsammans med beställare skapa syftet. Det kan du göra 

genom att ställa frågan: Varför ska övningen genomföras? (7) Enligt MSB (2016) 

handlar övergripande syften vanligtvis om att stärka beredskap.  

 

 

 
Verb som kan användas för att skapa ett syfte till en prövande övning (9): 

• Pröva  
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• Testa  

• Undersöka 

• Bekräfta 

• Identifiera 

• Utveckla 

Verb som kan användas för att skapa ett syfte till en lärande övning (9) 

• Utveckla 

• Öka  

• Belysa 

 

 

EXEMPEL (A, 19, 13, 9): 

 

Syftet med övningen är… 

 

• att utveckla ledningspersonals förmåga att omhänderta patienter vid 

händelser med stora skadeutfall.  

 

• att öka förmågan att samordna sjukhusets resurser och funktioner för att 

upprätthålla en patientsäker verksamhet vid omfattande driftstörning 

 

• att testa förmågan hos medverkande aktörers krisberedskapsförmåga 

avseende mottagande av förstärkningsresurser och samverkan på 

skadeplats.  

 

• att skapa underlag för ledningsgrupp att ta beslut om bemanning under 

semesterperiod 

 

• att pröva aktörernas förmåga att kommunicera med varandra via Rakel och 

WIS. 

 

 
 

KOM IHÅG 

Om ditt syfte med övningen endast är till exempel ”att öva krisledning” eller ”att testa 

krisplan” ska syftet omformuleras. Det behöver vara mer specifikt än så (5).  
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Mål 
När du är klar med syftet är det dags att definiera mål för övningen. De ska svara på 

frågan ”Vad?” (24). Alltså, vad som behöver ingå i övningen, eller vilka frågor som 

behöver besvaras för att kunna nå syftet (9). Målen ska vara specifika och 

beskrivande. De ska fungera som steg som utförs i övningen för att uppfylla syftet. 

Därför behöver de kunna besvaras genom utvärdering av övning. För att skriva bra 

mål kan du behöva veta mer om din målgrupps förkunskaper innan övning och 

eftersöka information i regel- och planverk (9).  

 

 

TIPS!  

Gör du en lärande övning med få deltagare kan du strunta i mål och gå direkt till 

lärandemål (s.15). 

  

 

Hur formuleras ett mål? 
Att skriva mål kan vara komplicerat. Två enkla hållpunkter som du kan ha när du 

skriver mål är att de ska vara skrivna i presens samt att de ska vara mätbara. En 

simpel metod för att skriva mål är S.M.A.R.T (21). Den används inom krisberedskap i 

USA och är en del av samverkansmodellen (27). Den är skapad utifrån ett 

organisatoriskt perspektiv men används även för att strukturera upp en målbild vid en 

händelse.  Målet ska vara (23, 27): 

• Specifikt. Specifikt inriktat till ett förbättringsområde. 

• Mätbart. Mätbart så att du kan betygsätta utfallet eller observera 

utveckling. I ETS används mätbara indikatorer. 

• Accepterat. Vem är det som ska utföra de handlingar som uppfyller målet. 

• Realistiskt. Nåbart utifrån givna resurser. 

• Tidsatt. Inom vilken tid kan målet uppnås.  

 

Enligt MSB (9) ska du värdera förmågor som ska stärkas i din målformulering. Det 

finns organisatoriska och individbaserade förmågor. Kraven på förmågorna kan 

värderas i tre nivåer; grundläggande, god eller mycket god. Beroende på vilka 

förmågor som du och beställaren anser vara viktigast utifrån syftet väljer ni 

förmågenivå för respektive mål. Det är viktigt att du och beställaren har fastställt 

tydligt vad de olika nivåerna innebär. Därför kan du med fördel skriva mer utförliga 

målbeskrivningar till målen. (Du kan läsa mer i MSB (9))  
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EXEMPEL (A, 13, 9): 

 

Deltagarna har… 

 

• en grundläggande förmåga att skapa och förmedla en gemensam lägesbild för 

händelsen (9). 

 

• en god förmåga att upprätthålla medicinska kvalitetskrav 

 

• en mycket god förmåga att triagera patienter (A). 

 

 

 

I exemplet nedan kan du se hur de olika byggstenarna för att skapa ett mål har 

sammanfogats. Där står det vems handling som ska mätas, vilken handling som ska 

mätas och i vilket sammanhang som handlingen ska utföras.    

 

 
 
KOM IHÅG (9) 
Använd inte formuleringar som ”på ett effektivt sätt”, ”i utsatt tid”, ”verkar för att”, ”i 
rätt kanal” eller ”fatta bra beslut” då de formuleringarna är vaga och därmed svåra att 
utvärdera. Mål ska vara tydliga och specifika. 
 
 
 
 

Lärandemål 
Ska du utföra en lärande övning så bör du skriva lärandemål. Det gör du utifrån 

SOLO-taxonomin (25). Det liknar sättet att skriva mål men tvingar sig som 
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övningsplanerare att ta ett större ansvar för deltagarnas lärande. Enligt SOLO-

taxonomin ska du värdera vilken nivå av förståelse som du vill att deltagarna ska ha 

efter genomförd övning. Det finns fem nivåer i SOLO-taxonomin med tillhörande verb 

som du kan använda för att skriva dina lärandemål (Tabell, 25, 26). När du skriver 

lärandemål ska du inte utgå ifrån ämnet för scenariot i övningen utan i stället 

fokusera på typ av kunskap. 

 

SOLO-taxonomin (25, 26, A) 

Nivå Verb Exempel 

 Deklarativ Funktionell  

1 Deltagaren lär, men ej 

strukturerat eller relevant 

(begränsad förmåga) (Begränsad förmåga) 

2 Deltagaren kommer 

ihåg och utför enkla 

instruktioner 

memorera 

identifiera 

citera 

uppfatta 

komma ihåg 

räkna 

matcha 

ordna 

definiera 

berätta 

imitera 

 Deltagaren kan berätta 

om triagering. 

3 Deltagaren kan hantera 

flera aspekter men 

reflekterar över dem 

separat 

beskriva 

klassificera 

lista 

rapportera 

 

räkna ut 

illustrera 

rapportera 

 

Deltagaren kan illustrera 

hur triagering fungerar. 

4 Deltagaren förstår 

relationer mellan 

aspekterna och kan sätta 

dem i relation till varandra 

jämföra 

kontrastera 

förklara 

argumentera 

analysera 

omvärdera 

 

applicera 

konstruera 

lösa nära problem 

förutse inom domän 

 

Deltagaren kan applicera 

triagering.  

5 Deltagaren kan 

abstrahera sina 

kunskaper, se från olika 

vinklar och skapa nya 

idéer 

teoretisera 

hypotisera 

generalisera 

reflektera 

förbättra 

uppfinn 

skapa 

lösa oförutsedda 

problem 

Deltagaren kan reflektera 

över triagering utifrån 

andra potentiella 

scenarion.  

 

 

I SOLO delas kunskap upp i deklarativ och funktionell kunskap. Deklarativ kunskap 

är teoretisk och fungerar som en grund för fortsatt funktionell kunskap. Exempelvis, 

kan dina deltagare ha behov av att inhämta deklarativ kunskap innan en övning för 

att sedan under övning uppvisa funktionell kunskap. Vid utvärdering har de sedan 

möjlighet att uppvisa högre nivåer av deklarativ kunskap. Det betyder att du främst 
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kommer att använda de funktionella verben när du skriver lärandemål till aktiviteter i 

övning och de deklarativa verben när du skriver mål till utvärderingsdiskussion. 

 

Du bestämmer vilken typ och vilken nivå av kunskap som deltagarna ska ha efter 

övningen. Utgå ifrån syftet och definiera dina lärandemål såhär (25): 

 

 
 

Testa själv! 

 

 
Reflektera över dina lärandemål utifrån (25): 

• typ av kunskap, innehåll och nivå som är relevant för övningen syfte 

• täcker lärandemålen de viktigaste delarna för syftet med övningen? 

• Är de tydligt skrivna? Kan de missuppfattas eller är de svårformulerade? 

• Är antalet lärandemål rimligt utifrån tid och händelsen i scenariot?  
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KOM IHÅG  

Du kan vara ännu mer specifik när du väljer verb till dina lärandemål. Det innebär 

dock ett ansvar för dig att ta reda på vilken nivå aktiviteten befinner sig enligt SOLO-

taxonomin.  

 

Använd aldrig ord som ”förstå”, ”begripa”, ”inse”, ”vara medveten om”. Problemet 

med dessa beskrivningar gör det svårt att avgöra vilken nivå deltagaren ska uppnå. 

Det går därför heller inte att mäta (25). 

 

 
 

Mätbara indikatorer 
Indikatorer fastställer vilka handlingar som förväntas utföras under övning. 

Handlingarna ska vara observerbara, mätbara och utgår ofta utifrån regel-och 

planverk och åtgärdskalendrar (30). De mätbara indikatorerna ska utgå ifrån målen 

som du fastställt (9). Se till att få tillgång till relevant materiel för att skriva korrekta 

indikatorer. Åtgärderna i kalendrarna kan till exempel behöva ske inom en viss tid 

som du skriver upp i en tabell (Se exempel SC-manual eller i ETS-manual). Du kan 

utifrån tabellen gradera utförd handling från 0 till 2, ej utförd till utförd på rätt sätt i rätt 

tid. Om åtgärderna utförs i rätt tid betyder det att deltagarna följer planverk och det 

indikerar att utfallet för övningen är framgångsrikt.   

 

För att skapa riktigt bra indikatorer bör du reflektera över nedanstående punkter 

innan du sätter i gång (31). Punkterna fokuserar på mätning av lagprestation som du 

som utvärderare bör vara medveten om.  

 

1. Vetenskaplig grund. Indikatorerna ska skapas med en förståelse för 

vetenskapliga teorier om lagprestation. Det innebär att du ska bilda dig en 

förståelse för vad du mäter, när du mäter och vad det innebär.   

2. Nå lärandemål. Indikatorer bör vara baserade på lärandemålen. Därför är det 

viktigt att syfte och mål är tydligt beskrivna så att du kan spåra indikatorerna 

till respektive mål.  

3. Lägg till kompetens. Kompetensen hos deltagarna ska ingå i indikatorerna 

och delas upp i individuell kompetens och gruppens kompetens. 

4. Mät nivå. Indikatorerna ska kunna mätas och betygsättas. Det här bör även 

separeras mellan individ och grupp. 

5. Koppla till händelser. Indikatorerna ska vara parade till händelser i scenariot. 

Deltagarnas respons på händelser i scenariot blir alltså det som du kan mäta.  

6. Observerbarhet. Mät bara det observerbara för specifika händelser. Det 

betyder att du inte ska generalisera deltagarnas övergripande prestation under 

övningen.  
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7. Flera mätningar från flera håll. Den här punkten handlar om att reducera 

risken för förutfattade meningar eller mätning efter personligt tycke. Det är en 

fördel om ni är flera som utvärderar utifrån uppsatta indikatorer.  

8. Handlingar och resultat. Patient outcome är resultatet av de handlingar och 

beslut som deltagarna gjort under övningen. De handlingar som utförs 

påverkar Patient outcome. Indikatorerna visar hur deltagarna har agerat för att 

komma till resultatet, vilket innebär att indikatorerna kan fungera som 

vägvisare till var förbättringspotential finns.  

9. Effektivitet och ineffektivitet. Indikatorerna ska baseras på standardiserade 

tillvägagångsätt. På det viset kan du som utvärderare avgöra vad som är en 

effektiv eller en ineffektiv handling.  

10. Utbildade utvärderare. Utvärderare bör vara utbildade. Det är därför bra att 

du läser den här manualen. Utbildningen gäller inte bara kunskap om övningar 

utan även om organisationens planverk och standardiserade tillvägagångsätt.  

11. Diskussion. Indikatorer är inte tillräckligt. Se till att kombinera resultat från 

indikatorer, patient outcome och diskussionen som du har med deltagarna 

efteråt. Det ger den största möjligheten till förbättring.  

 

Sammanfattning 

När du är klar med den här delen ska du tillsammans med beställaren ha… 

• Formulerat ett tydligt syfte 

• Formulerat tydliga mål och/eller lärandemål 

• Skapat mätbara indikatorer 

• en tydlig beskrivning av din målgrupp. Profession och antal. 

• Datum, plats och tid för övning 
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Scenarioplanering 
När du definierat syfte och mål, har du även satt ramarna för din scenarioplanering 

(5). Det är nu dags att fundera på vilket scenario som strävar mot att nå syftet och 

uppfyller de uppsatta målen. Storleken på din målgrupp kommer även att definiera 

storleken på din övning. Det är därför även dags att värdera antal instruktörer som 

kommer att krävas för att genomföra övningen. Det kan du göra parallellt med att du 

planerar ditt scenario. Scenarioplaneringen handlar främst om att göra övningen så 

realistisk som möjligt. Stegen du ska ta under scenarioplaneringen är (10):  

 

1. Definiera händelse 

o Utifrån profession, storlek och geografiska förutsättningar 

2. Skapa körschema 

o Med inspel 

3. Definiera roller 

o Deltagarroller 

o Motspel 

4. Välj patientbank 

 

 

TIPS  

Om du använder dig av fördefinierade scenarion ska du se till att anpassa dem till 

syfte och målgrupp. Sedan kan du hoppa över det här kapitlet. 

 

 

Händelse 
När du planerar vilken händelse som ska utlösa deltagarnas krishantering måste du 

ta hänsyn till vad som är realistiskt (11). Du ska utforma scenariot utifrån deltagarna 

så att de kan ta till sig händelsen. Det finns flera delar där du som övningsplanerare 

kan höja realismen. När du väljer händelse ska du ta hänsyn till deltagarnas 

profession och geografiska förutsättningar. 

 

 

TIPS 

Det är mindre viktigt exakt vad som händer, bara händelsen resulterar i rimliga och 

relevanta skador (11). I ETS betyder det ofta ett stort skadeutfall av något slag. 

 

 

 

 

 

Profession 
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Deltagarnas yrkesroll påverkar vilka patientskador som är intressanta för dem. Ska 

du öva med personal på en operationsklinik ska du välja en händelse som resulterar i 

skador för den som arbetar med operation. Du kan då inte välja gift i en brunn som 

scenario (11).  

 

Geografiska förutsättningar 

Du ska även ta hänsyn till geografiska förutsättningar för dina deltagare. 

Målgruppens omliggande infrastruktur och miljö påverkar risken för att olika 

händelser kan ske. Du ska även ta hänsyn till om det finns fabriker eller andra 

verksamheter i området där det finns en större risk för skador på människor och 

miljö. Till exempel, du kan välja en kemolycka i en region där det finns fabriker som 

hanterar farliga kemiska ämnen. Du ska inte välja en tågolycka i en region där det 

inte finns tågräls.  

 

Den här delen kan kräva att du tar hjälp av en expert för att få information om vad för 

sorts skador och i vilken mängd som är rimligt. Experter kan även tillfrågas om 

händelseförloppet vid en särskild händelse. Du kan även eftersöka information om 

tidigare händelser för att skapa en realistisk övning. Väljer du till exempel en 

bussolycka kan du titta på gamla bussolyckor för att få information om: 

 

• Hur olyckan inträffade 

• Hur omgivningen såg ut 

• Väderförhållanden och väglag 

• Tid 

• Bussens position 

• Skador hos patienter 

• Avstånd till sjukhus 

• Hantering av händelsen 

• Involverade organisationer 

 

Storlek 

Ta hänsyn till antalet deltagare och storleken på deras organisation. Exempelvis, välj 

inte en situation där ett stort antal skadade förs till en liten akutmottagning i en 

mindre stad. Akutmottagningen skulle inte ta emot samtliga skadade vid en stor 

händelse och därför bör det heller inte ske under övning. Fråga beställaren om antal 

akutrum, operationssalar och respiratorer för att skapa en bild av sjukhusets 

resurser. Beakta även tillgänglig personal i organisationen. Resurser ska 

överensstämma med deltagarnas verklighet. Du kan därför be beställaren att titta i 

personalscheman och skicka över hur många som arbetar på den funktion som du 

ska öva. Efterfrågan bör ske efter att du fastställt tid och dag för ditt scenario, så att 

beställaren kan överblicka tidigare schemaläggning. Det finns en mall i ditt 

tillgängliga ETS-material som beställaren kan fylla i.   
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Händelseförlopp 
Händelseförloppet i övningen skrivs ner i ett körschema. Körschemat utgår ofta ifrån 

organisationens planverk och åtgärdskalendrar (12) i kombination med logiska följder 

från den valda olyckan eller händelsen. I körschemat ska du ha alla planerade inspel 

och vid vilken tid dessa ska spelas in. Du hittar exempel på körschema i ETS-

manualen eller SC-manualen (13).  

 

Inspel 

Inspel är de händelser som du har planerat att sätta in i övningen. Inspelen ska vara 

väl genomtänkta, realistiska och ha ett syfte (12). Det är inspelen som gör att 

övningen rör sig framåt och du kan använda inspelen för att styra deltagarnas 

uppmärksamhet.  

 

Dominoeffekten: När du skriver ner händelseförloppet bör du även överväga vilka 

handlingar deltagarna kan tänkas göra, eller inte göra och vilka konsekvenser det 

kan få. På det sättet kan du förutse fallgropar som kan uppstå i scenariot. Genom att 

identifiera ställen i schemat där scenariot kan ta en oönskad vändning, kan du 

förbereda olika inspel som åtgärdar problemet (12).  

 

Roller 

Deltagarna ska öva i de roller som de vanligtvis har. Lär därför känna dina deltagare 

innan övning. Det är en dum idé att sätta en anestesi-sjuksköterska på att agera 

neurolog. Det kan tyckas självklart, men är av vikt för att öka realismen för 

sjuksköterskan och dennes meddeltagare. I deltagarens egen roll kan den bedöma 

situationer i scenariot utifrån sin egen erfarenhet och har större möjlighet att ta 

rimliga beslut (realism). De roller som krävs i övningen, men som inte innehas av 

deltagarna får du ikläda dig som instruktör (15) (Se Inspel, s X).  

 

Motspel 

Motspel är de roller som du tror att deltagarna kommer behöva ha kontakt med under 

övningens gång. Den vanligaste rollen är TiB, men deltagarna kan även behöva ta 

kontakt med andra så som akuten, IVA, SOS eller vaktmästeriet (12). Planera vilka 

roller du eller andra instruktörer kommer agera som. Om du har möjlighet kan du ta 

in experter som innehar rollerna vanligtvis. Det ökar trovärdigheten och kräver 

mindre förberedelser för dig och dina medinstruktörer.  (Läs mer i övningsvägledning- 

Motspel från MSB, s.55 (20)) 
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TIPS  

Om du inte vet vad du ska säga kan du alltid säga att du inte har informationen och 

be att få återkomma. I verkligheten saknas ofta information. Därför blir ett sådant 

svar verklighetstroget.  

Vet du inte vad du ska svara? Ta hjälp! Övningsledare eller huvudinstruktör är de 

som bestämmer vid komplicerade situationer. 

 

 

Patienter 
Nu är det dags att välja patienter till din händelse. Du kan med fördel undersöka och 

jämföra patienter i patientbanken med verkliga händelser (I7). ETS har olika 

patientbanker beroende på vilken typ av händelse i övning. Se till att värdera antal 

patienter och skador i förhållande till vald händelse och plats. Har du till exempel ett 

begränsat antal patienter kan du endast välja vissa sorters händelser. Kontrollera 

därför vilken typ av patienter du har och utforska ett lämpligt scenario utifrån det.  

 

Sammanfattning 
När du är klar med det här steget ska du ha: 

• Ett väl utarbetat scenario som finns beskrivet i ett körschema med inspel.  

• Koll på hur många instruktörer som ska medverka. Du har inkluderat dem i 

dina planer. 

• Ha ett protokoll med mätbara indikatorer 

• Nedskrivet vilka roller som instruktörer och deltagare ska ha 

 

 

TIPS 

Spara alla scenarion som du skapar och dela dem gärna med andra. Det stora 

arbetet som du utför kan spara mycket tid och resurser i framtiden, både för dig och 

för andra. 
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Innan övning 
Nu är övningsdagen snart här. Du har gjort mycket av förberedelserna, men har ännu 

några steg kvar innan du är redo att ta emot deltagarna. Du ska förbereda ETS-

material och bestämma hur kommunikationen i övningen ska ske.  

 

Modellera tavlor 
Det är dags att plocka fram ETS-materialet med patienter, personal och övriga 

resurser. I ETS- och SC-manualen finns information om hur ETS fungerar och vad de 

olika gubbarna betyder (14, 15). Beroende på målgrupp och storlek på övning ska du 

modellera skadeplats och/eller sjukhus på whiteboard-tavlor (11). Skadeplatsen ska 

efterlikna den redogörelse som du redan gjort i din scenariobeskrivning. Sjukhuset 

ska efterlikna den arbetsplats som deltagarna arbetar på. Du ska se till att deltagarna 

känner igen sig när de tittar på tavlorna. Till exempel ska de kunna känna igen var 

sköljen och personalrummet ligger i förhållande till ankomstrummet. Ytterligare ska 

du sätta upp personal och den patientbeläggning som sjukhuset har vid tidpunkten 

för scenariot. Det här innefattar antal, typ av profession, skador och sjukdomar. (Det 

var den informationen som du efterfrågade av beställaren, s.9). Igenkännandet ökar 

känslan av realism för deltagarna. Har du gjort din research ordentligt kommer det 

heller inte finnas oegentligheter som tar fokus från övningens mål. 

 

TIPS 
Det finns en film om hur ETS fungerar som deltagarna kan titta på innan övning.  

 

 

Kommunikation 
Du kommer att kommunicera en hel del med deltagarna under övningen. Du 

bestämmer hur dina inspel och motspel ska fungera. Exempelvis kan det ske genom 

lappar, radio eller telefon. För att öka realismen bör du använda dig av den 

kommunikationsform som deltagarna vanligtvis använder (12). Till exempel, när ett 

larm går till TiB bör hen få larmet via sin telefon eller sökare.   

 

 

KOM IHÅG 
Om det är ett långt övningstillfälle behöver du planera för att deltagarna ska få chans 
att fylla på energi. Ge därför pauser där de kan äta, dricka och gå på toaletten. Det 
kan kännas banalt, men är lätt att glömma i all planering.  
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Att tänka på gällande deltagare 
Du som instruktör ansvarar över deltagarnas upplevelse och välmående. Här 

sammanfattas ett antal punkter som kan vara bra att komma ihåg som instruktör. 
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På övning 
 

Introduktion till deltagarna 
Nu har du deltagarna på plats och samlade för att öva. Var noggrann med att 

samtliga övande får samma information och en gemensam grund att stå på (6). 

Informationen ska vara tydligt presenterad. Det hjälper till att skapa en trygghet. Du 

ska gå igenom syftet och målen med dagens övning. Berätta även om hur länge 

övningen pågår och vad som kommer att hända efteråt. Du ska även gå igenom 

reglerna för ETS och vilken kommunikationsform som kommer att användas. 

Ytterligare ska du gå igenom förutsättningarna för scenariot, så som tid, datum och 

plats (Mer information finns i SC-manualen).  

 

Är det en prövande övning ska du lägga vikt på att övningen ska testa organisation 

och inte deltagaren. Det är inte ovanligt att deltagarna tror att de är där för en lärande 

övning. Det är dock inte övningens syfte, utan lärandet sker implicit. Så var tydlig 

med att det är en prövande övning, men att det inte är deltagarna som individer som 

prövas.  

 

Är det en lärande övning ska du lägga vikt vid att det som händer i rummet, stannar 

i rummet. Det viktigaste är att deltagarna förstår att de är där för att lära och att det är 

okej att göra fel. Tryggheten är viktig för att deltagarna ska våga agera, för att de ska 

vilja delta igen och för att övningen inte ska få dåligt rykte (2, 6). Tryggheten ska 

finnas genom hela övningen. 

 

TIPS 

Är du ny kan det vara skönt att ha förberett ett manus med allt som du ska gå igenom 

med deltagarna (32).  

 

Är det en lärande övning, med en oerfaren deltagaragrupp och ni har gott om tid kan 

du ha förberett en test-övning där deltagarna får lära känna ETS-materialet och 

övningsformen. 

 

 

Övningen sätter i gång 
Övningen sätts i gång när deltagarna står redo vid tavlan och ett larm ett larm går 

(11). Du har på förhand bestämt vilken information som deltagarna ska få i det initiala 

steget (12, 13). Du gör här dina inspel utifrån ditt körschema. Ditt agerande under 

övning kommer att vara annorlunda beroende på om övningen är prövande eller 

lärande (I3, 16).  

 

Är det en prövande övning ska din övning vara så välplanerad att händelserna ska 

följa på varandra som rinnande vatten och övningen ska vara som ett självspelande 

piano (12). Det innebär för dig att ha stort fokus på händelseutvecklingen vara redo 
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för motspel och bocka av de indikatorer som du satt upp. Du avbryter helst inte en 

prövande övning, eftersom det är ett system som testas (12).  

 

Är det en lärande övning kan det vara bra att flika in och stödja deltagarna. Du kan 

även välja att pausa en kort stund för att diskutera intressanta händelser (6). Om 

något går helt snett i början kan du välja att avbryta övningen och börja om (12). Om 

deltagarna arbetar mycket effektivt kan du välja att göra dina inspel lite snabbare än 

planerat för att öka svårighetsgraden (12). Eller tvärtom. Om deltagarna har det svårt 

kan du avvakta för att ge dem tid att lösa uppkomna problem.  

 

 

TIPS 

Undvik att avbryta en övning. Det kan vara svårt att få deltagarna att flytta fokus till 

dig. Om det dock krävs – på grund av stora missförstånd eller frågetecken – se till att 

vända deltagarna från tavlan och rikta fokus till dig. (12) 

 

 

Om något går fel 
Du kan inte räkna med att allting går precis som du tänkt enligt ditt körschema (12). 

Om något går på tok eller om det blir stiltje i övning kan det vara svårt att veta hur du 

ska agera. Därför presenteras här några tips, utifrån olika situationer.  

 

Om ett larm inte går vidare.  

Om en person glömmer eller är omedveten om att den ska larma vidare kan 

övningen hamna i stiltje. Det här är extra känsligt om du övar flera grupper i olika 

rum, som beror av varandras handlingar (12). Ett enkelt sätt för att lösa problemet är 

att som motspel ringa till deltagaren och fråga var hen befinner sig i sin 

åtgärdskalender. Det skiftar deltagarens fokus på ett realistiskt sätt. Befinner du dig i 

rummet där det är stiltje kan du sammankalla till presskonferens.  

 

Om ett beslut inte tas (12) 

Bedömer den övande gruppen att händelsen i scenariot som du satt upp inte är 

allvarlig, resulterar det i att de inte tar de beslut som krävs för att larmkedjorna ska 

dra i gång. Då behöver du få dem att ta det beslutet, utan att förstöra trovärdigheten i 

övningen. Om möjligt, gå ett steg tillbaka i övningen. I en större övning kan du till 

exempel gå tillbaka till skadeplats, be dem ringa igen och beskriva situationen med 

en mer stressad röst eller trycka på att det är allvarligt. På så sätt förstörs inte 

beslutsprocessen hos de som är i ledning men övningen kan fortsätta.  

 

Om deltagarna hittar på saker 

För att lösa ett problem kan deltagarna behöva vara kreativa. Det är positivt, men 

ibland kan kreativiteten gå överstyr. De kan exempelvis hitta på saker som inte finns 

inom ramarna för övningen (12). Det är ditt jobb att se till att de håller sig till reglerna i 
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övningen och att de inte konstruerar resurser som inte finns. Det här är extra viktigt 

under en prövande större övning då det är många personer som påverkas av 

besluten som deltagarna tar.  

 

 

TIPS 

Se till att varje inspel du gör har ett syfte. Du som instruktör kan också bli engagerad 

och vilja improvisera fram nya utmaningar för deltagarna. Gör nogräknade inspel. Det 

är extra viktigt under en större övning, då dina handlingar kan påverka många andra.  

 

 

Om deltagarna inte förstår situationen 

Det kan hända att den händelse du har valt är ny eller svårtolkad av deltagarna. De 

kanske inte förstår patientens skador eller potentiella faror med en olycka (12). Det 

kan vara svårt som instruktör att avhålla sig från att hjälpa till i sådana situationer. 

Det viktiga här är att du inte kliver ur ramarna för övningen och försöker ge tips 

genom att gestikulera eller göra ljud. Du som instruktör får till exempel inte spela 

patient. Det skapar endast förvirring och skiftar fokus för deltagarna. Om det är viktigt 

att deltagarna tar sig vidare med förståelse om problemet, kan du överväga att ge 

deltagarna mer information.  

 

Om deltagarna är effektiva 

Deltagarna kan ibland agera mer effektivt än vad du tänkt. Det är inte en dum idé att 

justera övningen så att svårighetsgraden ökar. Det kan du göra på flera sätt. Om du 

övar akutmottagning kan du till exempel lägga till en patient med hjärtstopp som är 

frånkopplad själva händelsen i övningen (12). Du kan även lägga till att civila agerar 

självmant och transporterar skadade till akuten. Kom ihåg att det ska vara realistiskt. 

I ETS kallas dess patienter för Trigger-patienter och det finns en speciell patientbank 

med endast Trigger-patienter. En omhändertagen patient ska till exempel inte få nya 

orelaterade skador under omhändertagande. Exempelvis, att en patient som kan gå 

plötsligt har benen bortsprängda.  

 

Att ge sig hän  
ETS är i sig själv orealistiskt (11). Platsgubbarna och tavlorna kan verka fåniga och 

långt från verkligheten. Deltagarna kommer till övningen med sin erfarenhet och sina 

egna förutfattade meningar om hur saker fungerar. Därför kan det till en början vara 

svårt att få nya deltagare att gå in i övningen med hjärta och själ. En negativ 

inställning till övningssammanhanget minskar sannolikheten att deltagarna lär sig 

(24). Det är därför viktigt att du lyfter syftet med övningen och jämför med 

verkligheten och att deltagarna känner igen sig på tavlorna (17). Genom att först 

genomföra en testövning kan du även överbrygga den initiala oviljan (6). I slutet av 

övningen kan problemet nämligen vara löst och rentutav omvänt (11). Deltagarna 

kan vara så inne i övningen att de inte är villiga att avsluta. Exempelvis, kan de 

känna att de behöver ge vård åt de patienter som de ännu inte hunnit med. I de fallen 
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är det viktigt att du låter dem få tid att mentalt gå ur övningen (11) och du kan påpeka 

att det bara är en övning.  

 

Avslutning 
Gör det tydligt för alla när övningen avslutas. Ge deltagarna en chans att mentalt 

kliva ur övningen och landa innan du påbörjar utvärdering (11). Under tiden kan du 

räkna ut patient outcome. (Hur du gör det kan du läsa om i SC-manualen)  

Samla ihop deltagarna och berätta om vad som kommer hända härnäst och var de 

ska befinna sig.   

 

Sammanfattning 
Under övning kan du ha ägnat dig åt de här aktiviteterna: 

• göra en tydlig presentation 

• följa ditt körschema och gjort inspel 

• agera motspel 

• bocka av indikatorer 

• markera tider på tavla (29) 

• observerat och antecknat saker som du vill ta upp på utvärdering (29) 

 

 

Bra jobbat! Men det viktigaste är fortfarande kvar.  
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Utvärdering 
Utvärderingen är mycket viktig och trots det ofta förbisedd (2, 16). Du som instruktör 

har ett ansvar att belysa vikten av utvärdering och strukturerat leda utvärderingen. 

Utvärderingen är en stor del av det vuxna lärandet, annars riskerar övningen att bara 

vara en lek (6). Det är även vid utvärdering som deltagarna har möjlighet att uppvisa 

högre nivåer av förståelse (25). Hur du ska utvärdera ska redan vara bestämt i 

samband med fastställning av syfte och mål (5). MSB rekommenderar att ett 

övningstillfälle tidsmässigt delas upp i 50% övning och 50% utvärdering (2). Vad som 

kan anses vara en rimlig tidslängd för utvärdering bestämmer du utifrån syfte och 

mål.  

 

En bra metod för att utvärdera är After Action Review (AAR (6). Hur en AAR utförs 

kan du läsa om på MSB:s hemsida. (3) En AAR ger deltagarna en möjlighet till 

självreflektion och självkritik. Om deltagarna själva identifierar fel är det större chans 

att de lär sig av sina misstag. Har du punkter som deltagarna inte själva tar upp så 

kan du nämna dem efter att deltagarna själva fått prata (3). Det kan finnas flera saker 

som du tycker kräver förbättring. Identifiera och prioritera vad som är viktigast och 

förmedla endast tre saker (6). Deltagarna kan inte ta med sig mer än så. Kom även 

ihåg att ge positiv återkoppling. Det är bra för lärandet om deltagarna går därifrån 

med en bra känsla. En positiv upplevelse har en positiv inverkan på viljan att lära. 

Om deltagarna går från övningen med en negativ upplevelse riskerar de att vända 

erhållen kritik mot övningen i stället. En negativ upplevelse kan också resultera i att 

personen talar illa om övningen till andra. Utöver att det kan det minska viljan till att 

öva igen och den oviljan kan spridas till andra (2, 6).   

 

 

TIPS 

Du ska se till att göra tid för utvärdering. Men, har du begränsat med tid kan du göra 

en modifierad och kortare variant av AAR. Då ser du till att alla delar med sig av sin 

bild av händelseförloppet och skriver ner korta punkter tillsammans med deltagarna. 

Punkterna är: 

• Vad förväntades hända? (3) 

• Vad hände? (3) 

• Vad ska vi fortsätta med? 

• Vad ska vi sluta med? 

• Vad ska vi börja med? 

• Hur kan vi ta med oss det här till verkligheten? (4) 
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Mätbara indikatorer 
Gå igenom indikatorerna med deltagarna och fråga dem om hur de upplevde att 

handlingarna genomfördes (31). Diskutera tid och kvalité. Det här bli extra relevant 

om resultatet indikerar att deltagarna inte har kunskap om gällande planverk.  

 

Glöm inte att presentera och diskutera utfallsmåtten. Det ger en förankring till 

verkligheten och tydliggör hur beslutfattandet under övningen påverkade utfallet (4). 

 

TIPS 

Ge deltagarna möjlighet att utvärdera ditt arbete och övningen som helhet. Det ger 

dig chans att upptäcka brister och möjliggör förbättring av scenario eller eget 

agerande till nästa övning. Om du vill ha inspiration kan du utgå ifrån IASC 

rekommendationer om hur detta görs (28) s.112.  

 

 

Spridning 
Övningen är klar och utvärderingen genomförd. Det är nu dags att du sammanställer 

resultaten från övningen och ser till att det fördelas till beställaren. Ni har på förhand 

kommit överens om hur resultatet ska presenteras (5). Det är bra om resultaten 

sammanfattas skriftligt så att de kan sparas och spridas inom beställarens 

verksamhet (2). Det kan även vara värdefullt för dig som instruktör att spara 

resultatet inför framtida liknande övningar.  

 

 

KOM IHÅG 

Reflektera över resultatets validitet. Resultat från övningen bör värderas och 

jämföras mot verkligheten. Slutsatserna ska inte värderas som en allmängiltig 

sanning (22).  
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1. Övningsplanering     

   Syfte       s. 9 

• Prövande eller lärande?    s. 10 

  Mål       s. 12 

  Lärandemål      s.13 

  Indikatorer      -II- 

  Utvärderingsmetod 

• Önskat resultat? 

  Målgrupp 

  Antal deltagare 

  Datum och tid 

  Resurser 

  

2. Scenarioplanering 

Händelse 

Plats 

Antal skadade 

Skadetyper 

Expertkontroll 

Körschema 

• Inspel 

Motspel 

Patientbank 

Manus 

Utskick av information 

• Schema 

• Förberedelser 

Indikatorer 

 

3. Innan övning 

Uppställning av: 

• Tavlor 

• Patienter 

• Scenario 

Kommunikationsmetod 

 

4. På övning 

Introduktion 

• Syfte och mål 

• ETS-regler 

• Schema 
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Följ körschema  

Agera motspelhändelser 

Bocka av indikatorer 

Skriva upp tider 

Se till att regler upprätthålls 

Hantera oförutsedda händelser 

Avslutning 

• Patient outcome 

 

5. Utvärdering 

ETS-utvärdering 

AAR 

Mätbara indikatorer 

Patient outcome 

Prioriterade förbättringspunkter 

Positiv återkoppling 

 

6. Spridning 

Rapport 

Spara 

Återkoppla till beställare 
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